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Introduction

In recent years the pseudo-differential analysis on manifolds with singularities
made enormOliS progress in constructing specific operator algebras with symbolic
structures for expressing parametrices and characterizing regularity of solutions
of elliptic equations. This concerns, in particular, manifolds with piece-wise
Coo geometry, for instance, conical points, edges, corners, ... , or non-compact
ends ("exi ts" to infinini ty) of different kind, cf. [23], [24]. The main analytical
difficulty is the control of symbols and distributions up to the singularities and
to manage the variety of new phenomena, such as asymptotics of solutions or the
interplay of different (operator-valued) symbolic structures in a transparent way.
In the edge and corner theories as they were investigated in [21],[4] the operator
valued symbols live in natural way on manifolds with exits to infinity, namely
on infinite cones with base spaces of lower singularity orders. For the spaces of
higher singularity orders this is to be expected, too , where the corresponding
pseudo-differential algebras have to be the result of some iteration of lower order
"cone" and "wedge" theories. [n view of the complexity of the cone , wedge, and
corner operator algebras with one or two cone axis variables such an iteration
can be realistic onIy by developing suitable axiomatic ideas. The present paper
will establish some typical part of the axiomatic approach that is connected
with higher non-compact edges going to infinity.

The specific assumptions in our theory at infinity generalize those of the cor
responding calculus for scalar symbols I cf. PARENTI [12], [13], CORDES [2],
SCHROHE [15], EGOROV, SCHULZE [5]. Moreover, there are imposed the strllc
tllres inheritecl from the local edge pseudo-differential calculus with cone-oper
ator-valued symbols, here based on the Fourier transform on the edge. The
latter theory has the form of a pseudo-differential calculus with operator-valued
symbols in which the symbol estimates as weIl as the Sobolev space norms
contain actions of one-parameter groups of isomorphisms on the corresponding
model spaces. Analogous structures may be expected in higher edge theories,
i.e., when the base of the model cone of the wedge has more complicated singu
larities. So it will be natural to formulate the theory mainly in terms of general
model Hilbert spaces. Our calculus at infinity is also new in the special case of
"ordinary" edges. The notation "Fourier-edge approach" indicates a connection
of the design of the pseudo-differential theory adapted to some specific part of
an underlying space with piece-wise Coo geometry, here for edges without sin
gularities. In applications there also occur edges that have singular points, e.g.,
conical ones , as it ia thc case, for instance , for the one-dimensional edges of a
cube near the corner points. Then the present theory is to be combined with
some kind of Mellin-edge approach that relies on the Mellin transform on IR.+
in the distance variable to the singularities I cf. Do RS CH FELDT, SCHULZE [4].

Another ingredient for the calculus near conical or corner singularities is a cer
tain order reduetion approach based on the Mellin or Fourier transform, con
taining global operator-valued symbols along the corresponding base manifolds,
cf. SCHULZE [19], [21].

The pseudo-differential operators on manifolds with singularities in general are
then to be obtained by glueing together the corresponding Iocal variants.
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The strategy of the present artide is as folIows. First in Section 1.1 we establish
general pseudo-differential operators globally in IRq with weight conditions to the
amplitude functions at infinity, where the values of the amplitude functions are
operators acting between Banach spaces, with fixed strongly continuous group8
of isomorphisms. The basic results are analogous to those of the scalar theory.
Here we follow the scheme of CORDES [2]. Moreover, we introduce thc weighted
abstract wedge Sobolev spaces in IRq along the lines of the original definitions in
SCHULZE [23], here with weights at infinity. For performing the calculus includ
ing the continuity in the weighted Sobolev spaces we assume in Section 1.2 that
the involved spaces are Hilbert spaces with unitary groups of isomorphisms. On
one hand we generalize elements of KUMANO-GO'S technique [9] with amplitude
functions dependent on the double covariables, on the other hand we general
ize the proof of HWANO [8] of the global L2-continuity to the operator-valued
case. Section 1.3 extends the results to the case of arbitrary strangly contin
uous groups of isomorphisms. First, for the calculus, we may allow Banach
spaces, again, whereas far the proof of the continuity in the weighted Sobolev
spaces we impose Hilbert spaccs and assume the existence of certain order re
ducing symbols as thcy are known in concrete applications. SediaH 1.4 deals
with the global ellipticity in IRq for symbols with compaet variation as it was
supposed in a simpler situation in LUKE [11]. We obtain parametrices within
the dass and the Fredholm property. In Section 2.1 we study the invariance of
the calculus under natural diffeomorphisms between open sets in IRq that are
conical for large arguments. This extends the results of SCHROHE [14] to the
operator-valued case, here for simplicity for the case of diffeomorphisms that
are homogeneous of degree 1 for large arguments. SectiOll 2.2 formulates the
theory on a non-compaet Coo manifold with conical exits to infinity, and stud
ies ellipticity, parametrices and Fredholm property on such manifolds. Seetion
3.1 illustrates the present theory in terms of boundary value problems with the
transmission property. This has some relation to SCHROHE [15], though here we
develop another aspect; the exit conditions in our context are only of interest
tangent to the boundary. Sedion 3.2 constructs order reducing symbols for the
edge pseudo-differential calcuIHS in the sense of [20], [23], [24].

Let us finally note that SEILER [25] studied a concrete global operator algebra in
the infinite wedge that is already of interest in boundary value problems without
the transmission property.

Acknowledgement: The authors are grateful to E. SCHROHE, J. SEILER, N.
TARKHANOV for useful discussions of this material.

1 The global Fourier-Edge Pseudo-Differential
Operators

1.1 Weighted operators and abstract wedge Sobolev spaces

Let E, E be Banach spaces. By 'c(E, E) we denote as usual the space of all
linear continuous operators T : E -7 E. The space 'c(E, E) is endowed with
the operator norm topology. We set 'c(E) := 'c(E, E). By ,C,,(E) we denote
the space 'c(E) but equipped with the strong operator topology. In the sequel
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we fix a strongly continuous group action on E, i.e., a continuous funktion
K : IR+ -t .cu(E), A t---+ 1'\,).., which satisfies the composition rule I'\,)..Kß = K)..ß for
a11 A, ß E IR+.

A standard example is given by E = L2 (ffi.+) and the group action {I'\,)..})"EI!+

defined by (I'\,)..u)(t) := A!u(At) for all A E IR+ and u E L2 (IR+). In this case
{K)..} is even a group of unitary operators.

Remark 1.1. If {K)..} is an arbitrary group action on E, then

{IIK.\II.qE) : A E IR+} cannot be expected to be bounded. For each group ac

tion, there are constants c, M > 0 such that

,for ,\ > 1

,for A < 1.
(1.1)

Throughout this paper we fix a smoothed norm function

i.e., [.] is a smooth and strictly positive function on IRq and there is a constant
c > 0 such that [77] = 1171 for 1171 > c. For abbreviation we then set

Fix two pairs (E, {I'\,)..) .\EIl+) , (E, {K)..) )"ER+) of Banach spaces E, E together

with corresponding group actions.

Definition 1.2. Let J-l, e E IR. Then S~l"(IRqx IRq; E, E) is defined aB the space
of all a E COO(IRq x IRq,.c(E, E)) such that

for a11 multi-indices ('(, ß E Mq and all Y, 7] E IRq, with constants c > 0 clepending
only on Q', ß.

Moreover, we set

S~,-OO(IRqx IRq; E, E) := nSJJd?(IRq x IRq; E, E),
"ER

S-OO'''(IRq x IRq· E E) .- nSJJ'''(IRq x IRq· E E)" .- , , ,
~Eli

S-OO,-OO(JRq X jRq):= n S~'''(IRq x ]Rq;E,E).
JJ,"E1I!.

Remark 1.3. (i) The best constants c that are possible in the estimates (1.2)

define a system of semi-norms on S~'''(IRq X IRq; E, E), which makes it a
Frechet space.
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(ii) Similarly to the sealar theory one ean also consider spaces

SIl, ", ,,' (lR 2q x IRq; E, E) of (y, y' )-dependent symbols, where the estimate
(1.2) has to be replaced by

These symbols, however, will only playa minor role in the calculus, since
pseudo-differential operators with (y, y')-dependent amplitude functions
ean be replaced by operators with y' -independent amplitude functions
modulo smoothing errar terms.

The foBowing Lemma eollects same simple facts about symbol spaees.

Lemma 1.4. Let E, E, E be Banach spaces with associated group actions.

(i) If JJ $ /.I, g $ T, then thcre is a continuous embedding

(ii) Ifa E SP'''(IRq x IRq; E, E), then

D O Dß a E Sp-IßI ,,,-101 (IRq x IRq· E E)
11 TI ' , •

(iii) We have

SP'''(IRq x Rq· E E)SV,T (IRq x IRq· E E) C SP+V,,,+T (Rq x Rq· E E), , " _ , , ,

with the point-wise composition of operator functions.

If E = E = C and the group actions are the trival ones, Le., K).. = /C).. = id
for aB ,\ > 0, we will write SJJ'''(Rq x IRq) instead of SP'''(lR.q x lR. q;E, E). Note

that for aH ß, 'Y E R we have (7]}ß (yP E Sß,-Y (Rq x Rq). The multiplication by

(7])ß (yp induces isomorphisms

for aH jj, gER.

Proposition 1.5. Let a j E SP j ,6 (IRq x IRq; E, E), j E fi!, be an arbitrary
sequence, and J-lj -+ -00, gj -+ -00 as j -+ 00. Then there is an G E

sp,e(IRq x IRq; E)~;) with J-l = max{J-lj}, g = {gj} such that for every ß E R
there i5 an N = N(ß) witl1

N

a(y,7]) - L Gj(Y, TJ) E sp-ß,e-ß (lR. q x IRq; E, E).
j;O

The symbol a i5 unique modulo S-oo,-oocl!~qx IRq; E, .8).
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may aßsume J-lj < J-lj-l and (}j < {}j-l for
aU j ~ 1. Let X(V, 11) E COO(Rq x IR5) be an excision function with X(V,11) =0
for aU IvI2+ 1111 2< 1 and X(y, 11) = 1 for aU IYl2 + 1111 2> 2. For all c > 0 define
hc (y,1]) = 0 for Ivl2+ 1111 2 < c and hc (y,1]) = 1 for IYl2 + 1111 2~ c. If c ~ I, then
the following estimate holds:

I
(DO:l Dßl X) (Y.- !J.) (1 + Iyl) Ißll (1 + 11]1) lall I

y t}, c' c clßt! clat!

~ sup { (D~l D~l X) (~, ~) : Ivl 2+ 1111 2~ c2
} 41ad+IßJI

By using the symbol estimates for Gi we get

IIK-1(ry) {n;~ n~~aj(Y,11)} K(ry)IIC(E,E)

:5 p~~,,~j~(ai)(l + lyI)Qj-la~l(l + 11]l)tJj-Iß~I,

where p~~;lj (aj) denote the best constants in the symbol estimates of aj .

Now, employillg the Leibniz rule, we obtain

(1 + !vl)lal- Qj- 1 (1 + 11]I)IßI-tJj-l

·II;c-l(1]) {n; D~X (~,~) Gi(y, 1])} K(1])IIC(E,E)

~ I<o:,ß,c(aj)hc~(V, 1])(1 + lyI)Qj-Qj-l (1 + 11]l)tJj-tJj-1

:::; I<O:,ß,c(aj) sup {(1 + IvI)Qj-Qj-l (1 + 11]l)tJj -tJj-l : lyI 2 + 11]1 2 ~ c2 }

=: Ca,ß,c(aj),

where

Note that CO:,ß,c(aj) -t 0 as c -t 00. Choose Ci > 0 such that Co:,ß,Cj(aj) :::; 2- j

for a11 10'1 + IßI :::; j. Now let

aj(y,1]) := X (JL,!J...) aj(YI1]).
Ci Cj

This yields

11 K- 1(11) {n; D~Clj (y, 11)} IC(1]) 11 C(E,E)

:::; 2- j (1 + lyI)Qj-l-lo:l (1 + 11]l)tJj-l-IßI

for aU 10'1 + IßI :::; j. So 2:}:N+l aj converges for a11 N E N in S~Nle,v(lRq x

Rq; E, E). Since Gi E StJ,v,QN(IRq x IRq; E, E) also 2:~N Clj converges in the

space S~N,QN(1Rq x Rq; E, E).
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Now define a := L:~oGj. The surn is finite in each point (y,1]) E IRq x IRq and

converges in S~'''(IR.q x IR.q; E, E). Moreover,

N-l

a(y, 1]) - L aj(Y, 1])
j=o

N-l N-l

=a(y, 11) - L Gj (y, 11) + L (aj (y, 11) - aj (y, 11))
j=O j=o

= t Gj(Y, 11) + I=l (1- X (:., ;'.)) a(y,1})
j=N j=O ; J

E S~N,"N (Rq x IR.q; E, E).

If a' E S~," (Rq x IR. q; E,E) is another symbol th at satisfies a' - :Lf=-;1 a j E

S~N ,"N (IR. q x IR. q; E, E) for all N E N, then

( N-l) ( N-l)
a - a' = a - ~ aj - a' - ~ aj

;=0 ;=0

for any N E M and hence

D

As lIslIal we write a (y, 11) ,...., L~o a j (y 1 1]Land call a t he asymptotic sum of the

sequence (aj)jEN'

Proposition 1.6. (i) Let Pj (y, 11) E s~ j ," (IR. q x IR q; E, E), j E PI, be an arbi trary

sequence with flj --t -00 as j --t 00. Then there is a p(y, 11) E sr,,, (IR q x R q; E, E)
with /-l = max {/-lj} such that for every ß E IR there is an N = N(ß) with

N

p(y, 1]) - L Pj (y, 1]) E sr-ß," (IR.q x IRq; E, E)
j=O

and p(y, 11) is unique modulo S-CO,U(IRq x IRq; E, E).
(ii) Let rj(Y, 11) E S~,"j (Rq x IRq; E, E), j E MJ be an arbitrary sequence with

(}j --t -00 as j --t 00, Then there is an r(y,1]) E S~'''(lRq x IRq; E, E) with
f2 = max {f2j} such that for every ß E IR there is an N = N (ß) with

N

r(y,1]) - L rj(Y, 1]) E sr,"-ß (IRq x IRq; E, E)
j=O

and r(y, 11) is unique modulo sr,-co (IR.q x IRq; E, E).
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Proof. The proof follows by simple modifications of the idea of the proof of
Proposition 1~5. If X(l7) ia an excision function in IRq then P(Yl 17) can be obtained
as a convergent sum

P(Yll7) =f: X (;.) Pi(Y,ry).
j=O J

Analogously r(Yll7) follows as a convergent sum

r(y, 1/) =~ X (~) rj(y, 1/).

In both cases Cj are cOlliltants tending to 00 sufficiently fast as j --+ 00. D

With a symbol a E SJ.l,I?(IRq x jRq; E, E) we associate a pseudo-differential oper
ator Op(a) via

Op(a)u(y) := JJei (y-y')'7 a(y, 1])u(y) dyary,

for u E Ctf(IRq, E), where dry := (21r)-qd11. Then Op(a)u E COO(IRq, E).

Definition 1.7. For every /l, fl E IR we set

LJ.l,I?(IRq; E, E) := {Op(a) : a E SiJ,I?(IRq x IRq; E, E)}.

Moreover, we set

L -00,-00 (lRq; E, E):= n LiJ," (lR q; E, E).
j.l,~EB.

Proposition 1.8. If A E LiJ,e{lR.q; E, E), /l, fl E lR, then A jnduces a contjnuous
operator

Proof. Write A = Op(a) with a E SJ.l'~(IRq x JRq; E, E). Let u E S(JRq, E),
'P E Cg:'(JRq), and consider <p(y)Au(y). Put b(y, ry) := cp(y)a(y, 11)U(7]). Since

UE S(IRq, E), it follows that b E S(lRq x IRq, E). Hence :F;~yb(y, 11) E S(1R q,E).
Since 'P was arbitrary, we get Au E Coo (IRq, E).
Next, let us estimate SilPyEB q 11 11 D~Au(y) 11 E' for giyen multi- indices a, ß E Nq.
'Ne have

D~eiY'7a(Yl 11) = e
iytJ L Co ,')'11')' D~--Y a(y, 11),

hl:Slol
(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6)

with suitable canstarrts ca ,l' E C. By (1.1) there are constants C, M, M > 0 such

that 1111:.\ 11.c(E) ::; c max { >.M ,>.-M} and Il~.\ 11.c(E) ::; c max { >.M, >. -AT}. Choose

k, I E N such that 2k > IßI + I] + q, 21 > lai + J.l + q + M + M. Writing

(1 + 1171 2)-1 (1- ßy,)l ei(y-y')t) = ei(y-y')tJ,

(1 + Iy - y'J2) -k (1 - ß'7)k ei(y-y')t) = e i (y-y')'7,
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an integration by parts gives

yßD~ Au(y)

= 2:: ca,'Y JJei(y-y/)tj Tl")' (1 + 11J1 2)-lyß D;-")'a(y, 1])(1 - ßU')' u(y') dy' d1]

hl~lal

= 2:: ca,'Y JJei (y-yl)1jyß (1 + Iy - y'1 2)-k
l'YI~lal

. { (1 - ~tj)k 1]'Y (1 + 11]1 2
) -I D;-")' a(y, 1]) } (1 - ~y/)l u(y') dy' d1].

Here we have used the notation ~l'j = 'L]=1 8 2 /81]]. Using (1 + Iy - y' 12 ) - k :s
Ck (I + 1y'12)k (1 + IYI2)-k, we estimate

sup II~ D~Au(y)IIE
YEB.'l

:s sup CaCk 1] lylP (1 + ly'12
)k(1 + lyI2)-k 11~(1J)II.C(E)

yER'l

'11~-1 (1J) { (1 - ~tj)k 1J 'Y (1 + 11]1
2

) -I D~-")'a(y, 1]) } K( 1]) IL:(E ,E)

·IIK- 1(1J)IIL(E) 11(1- ~y/)lu(y')IIL(E) dy'dTl

:s sup Co,P,k 1] 1!l1 (1 + IvI 2
)-k [y]" [T7]M +M

yER'l

. [Tlt+lal-21 p(a) 11(1 + ly'1 2)k(1 - ~y/)lu(y')IIL(E) dy'd1]

:s C~,ß,kP(a) J11(1 + ly'12
)k(l_ ~Y/)lu(y')IIL(E) dy',

where p is some semi-norm Oll SIl," (IR. q x 1~5; E, E) and c~ ,ß ,k is a cOllst.an t wh ich
only depends on a,ß E Nq, k,l E N. To given k,l E N there is a semi-norm 1l"t

on S(IR.q, E) such that

for all u E S(IRq, E), Hence

proving the continuity of A as an operator from S(IRq, E) to S(IRq, E). 0

Sy Cr(IRq, E) we denote the space of aB u E COO(IRq, E) with

sup 11DOu(y)lIE < 00
yEa'l

for aB muIti- indices a E Nq . Note that er (IR q, E) is a Frechet space in the
corresponding semi-norm system.
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Theorem 1.9. Every A E L~,O(IRq; E, E), JJ E IR, induces a continuous opera
tor

A : Cb'(IRq, E) ~ Cb(IRq, E).

Proof. Let A = Op(a) with a E sr,o (IR q x IRq; E, E). Using (I.4L (1.5), (1.6L
we get for u E C~ (IRq, E) and 0' E Nq

D~Au(y)

= L ca,)' 11 e i (y-yl)'1(l + Iy - yJ!2)-k
hl:5lal

.{(1 -ß'1)k 1(t (1 + 1171 2
)-I D~-)'a(y, 1]) } (1 - ßyl)1 u(y') dif a1}.

Choose k, I E N such that k > q and 21 > )0' I+ Jl + q + M + M. It then folloWB
easily that the last integral also converges for u E Cr(IRq, E). We have

IIDa Au(y)IIE

~ L ca,)' 11(1 +!y - yJ
I
2
)-k IIK(1J)II C(E)

hl:5lal

·11'K- 1 (11) {(1- ßry)k1J1 (1 + 11J1
2
)-1 D~-1a(Y,1J)} K(1}) IIC(E,El

. 11 K-
1(11) 11 qE) 11 (1 - ßyl)1 u(y) I1 qE) dy' a1J

~ Ca 11(1 + Iy - y'1
2

)_k [1JJM+M [1Jt- 21 p(a)1r~(u) dy'a7]

for all y E IR q 1 W here p is some sui table semi-norm on S~,o crr~.q x IR.q; E, E), 1rj ,

is a semi-norm on Cr (IR. q, E), and Ca is a constant whieh only depends on 0',

Hencc

IID~Au(y) 11 E ~ ca P(a)1rt ( u) 1(1 + Iy - y'12)-k dy'

~ c~p(a )1rt (u),

for all y E IRq, with a constant c~ which only depends Oll 0' E Nq. This proves

that A E .c(Cr(E), Cr(E)). 0

For Y,11 E IRq define etj (y) := eiyry .

Proposition 1.10. Let a(Y,1J) E S~,O(IR.q x IRq; E, E), A = Op(a). Then, for
every fEE,

a(y, 11)! = e_tj (y)A(e'1 (y)f).

10
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Proof Let J E E. Then

(Op(a)e1jJ) (y) =JJei(y-y')'a(y, ()e1j(y')J dy'a(

=JJe
iyl

(1/-()e i", a(y, ()f dy' a(

=JJe-iyl1j1 eiY (1/+1j'j a(YI 1] + 1'/)1 dy' clr/

=eiyf/ JJei(y-yl)f/I a(y, TI + 1]')J dy'all.

The assertion now folIows, using that ff e-iyl1j1 a(y,1] + 1]')1 dy'iI1]' = a(y, 1])/.
D

Proposition 1.10 shows that the mapping

is bijeetive, provided that e ~ o.
Proposition 1.11. The mapping

is bijective for all JJ ,eE IR..

Proof Let A = Op(a) with a E SJ-l'''(IR.q x IRq). Notice that the funetion

induces isomorphisms

ror all JJ E IR, where (i\1c"a)(y, 1]) := c"(y)a(y,TJ). The mapping R" := Op(c")
induces isomorphisms

for all JJ E IR. \Vriting now Op = R-" 0 Op 0 M C f1, the assertion follows, using
that Op : SJ-l,O(lR q X IR.q; E, E) -)- LJ-l,O(lRq;E, E) is an isomorphism. D

Proposition 1.12. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) An operator C E L:(S(IRq, E), S(IRq, E)) is an integral operator with kerneJ
in S(IR5 x IRq,L:(E, E)).

(ii) C = Op(a) for some a E S-oo,-oo(lR.q x IRq; E, E).

(iii) C E L-00,-00 (IRq; E, E).

11



Proof. Let C = Op(a), where a E S-oo,-oo(JRq x IRq; E, E), Put k(y, y') :=
f ei (Y-I/)1]a(y, 1]) et1]. Using (1.5) and (1.6) and integrating by parts, we see that

sup \1 (1 + lyj2)N (1 + Iy - y' 1
2

)MD~D~,k(y, y') 11 _ < 00
Y,Y'EJi.q C(E,E)

for all 0', ß E Nq and all M, N E N. An application of Peetre's inequality

now shows that k E S(I~q X IRq, ['(E , E)). '1'0 prove the converse, let k E
S(IRq x IIt q, [,( E, E)) be given and let Cu (y) := Jk(y, y' )u(y') dy'. Put a(y, 1]) :=

(27r)q Jei (Y ' -Y)1] k(y, 11) dY. By allalogous considerations as above, it follows

that a E S-oo,-oo (IRq x IRq; E, E). Moreover, we have Op(a)u(y) =Cu(y), since

Op(a)u(y) = JJei {y-Y')1] e- iY1] (:F;:'1]k(y, x) )u(y) dy' d1]

=J(:Fu)(1])(:F~tjk(y, x)) d1]

= (27r) -q J.1'Z-+11 (ü( x) * k (y, x))(1]) d11,

where u(x) := u(- x). The last integral equals Ju(x' - x) k(y, x') dx/lz=o' and
hence Op(a)u(y) = Cu(y). We tlms have shown the equivalence of (i) and (ii).
Clearly (ii) implies (iii), On the other hand, let C E L-oo,-oo(IRq; E, E), By
defini tion, for all m E N, there is a symbol am E s-m, -m (IRq x IRq, E, E) such
that C = Op(am ). In view of Proposition 1.11, the symbol a m is uniquely
determined. Since

for all m E N, it follows that am = am +l for all m E N. Put a := al. Then
a E S-oo,-oo (IRq X IRq; E, E) and C = Op(a). 0

It is a natural question whether operators in LJJ," (IRq; E, E) can be extended to
continuous mappings Oll Sobolev 8paccs. Thc adequate spaces in the operator
valued set-up are the abstract wedge 8paces.

Definition 1.13. Let E be a Banach space with an associated fixed strongly
continuous group of isomorphisms {K,)..} >'EJi.+'

(i) For s E IR the space W" (IRq, E) is the completion of S(IRq, E) with respect
to the norm

(ii) For s, <5 E IR, we define weighted wedge spaces by

12



(iii) The space L2(I~qJE) is the completion of S(IRq, E) with respect to the
norm

1/2

IluIIL,(lt"E) = {j Ilu(y)ll~ dy }

In general J the spaces L2 (IRq, E) and WO(Rq, E) are not equal l even if {K>.L,ell
is a group of unitary operators. In order to have equality in this case, we hav~
to assume that E is a Hilbert space.

1.2 The case of Hilbert spaces and unitary actions

Throughout this section we assume that E and E are separable Hilbert spaces
and that, moreover, the associated group actions {KJ..} >'ER+ and {~>.}>'EB+ are
unitary.

Definition 1.14. Let JJl p', {Jl r/ E IR.. Then SIJ,IJ',q,ql (IR 2q xIR 2q; E, E) is defined
as the space of a11 a E Cco (IR 2q x IR. 2q, .c (E, E)) such that

for all fiul ti- indices Q, er', ß, ß' E Nq and all y, y' , 1] J 1]' E IR.q, wi th constants
c > 0 depending only on Q', er', ß, ß'.

With each symbol a E SIJ,1J1,q,q' (IR 2q xlR2q ; E, E) we associate an operator Op(a)
by

Op(a)u(y) := JJJJ e- i
(Zl1+

Z
''1

I

)a(y, y + z, 7], 7]')u(y + z + z') dzdz'aTJar/

for tl E Ccr (IR.q). Then Op(a) : Clf (IR.q) ~ C co (IRq).

Theorenl1.15. Let a E SIJ,IJ',q,ql (IR 2q x IR. 2q; E, E) and put

b(y,77) := JJe- ia(a(y, Y + z, 7] + (,7]) dzil(,

where the inteqral i,s interpreted ~ an oscillatory integral.
Then b E SIJ+IJ ,q+q (IR.q x IRq; E, E), 3nd

Op(a) = Op(b).

TlJe symbol b admi ts the asymptotic expansion

13
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-t
'1

Proof. Let °::; 0 ::; 1, let ä E SIJ,IJ' ,e,~' (IR 2q x ]R2q; E, EL and put

be(Y,TJ):= 11 e-iZ(ä(y,y+z,TJ+O(,TJ)dza(. (1.11)

To given multi-indices 0', ß E Nq choose k,I E N such that 2k > q+ Ipl + IßI and
21 > q + I~ll + 10'1. Put

rs(y, z, TJ, ()

:= (1 + 1(1 2)-Jc(1- ß z )Jc(1 + IzI 2
)-1 (1- ß(ta(y, y + Z, TJ + 0(, TJ).

Integrating by parts we see that

Thc symbol estimates yield

IID~ D~"e(y, Z, TJ, ()II.C(E,E) ::; [(r 2k [Z]-21 L: c1 ,o [y]~-hl [y + z]~'-(Ial-hl)

hislai
161sl.oI

. [TJ + {}(t- 161 [TJt'-(IßI-IJI) 1To ,,ß(a),

where 1Ta ,,ß is a semi-norm on SIJ,jJ' ,C!,~' (rr:t 2q X IR 2q; E, E) that only depends
on 0', ß E Nq, and c1 ,o, hl ::; 10'1, IJI ::; IßI, are constants that only depend on

0', ß", 8, but not on {} E [0,1]. Using Peetre's inequality [x + x']' ::; c~ [:z:r [x,]I",
we get

IID~D~rs(y, z, TJ, () 11 !(E,E)

~ co,ß [y]e+l-Iol [z]IC!'I+lal-21 [7Jt+IJ '-I.ol [C]IIJI+I.oI-2k 1ra,,ß(äL

with a constant co,ß that only depends on 0', ß E Nq, but not on B E [0,1].
Hence

11 D; D~be (y, TJ) II.J:(E,E) ::; Ca,ß1Ta,,ß(ä) [y]L'+,,'-lal [TJt+IJ'-I.o1

.11 [z]I~'I+lal-21 [(]IIJI+IßI-2Jc du!(

~ C~,.o1Ta,ß(a) [y]e+~I-lal [17t+IJI-IßI ,

with a constant c~ ,.0 that only depend on 0', ß E nq and on k, I E n, but not on

the symbol Ci and the parameter {} E [0,1]. Thus be E SIJ+IJ' ,~+e' (IRq x IRq; E, E)
for all 0 E [0,1], and the set {be : 0::; {} ::; I} is bounded in SIJ+IJ' ,,,+e' (IRq x

IRq; E, E). Now let a =a. Then b(y,17) = b1(y, TJ). For tl E Cö(IRq, E), we have

Op(b)u(y) = 11e;l.-.')" {11e-ü'a(y: y + z, 'I +(, 'I) dzd( } u(y) dya'l.

14
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. I

I

Substituting 1]' = TI + ( and z' = y' - y - z in the oscillatory integral, we see
that

Op(b)u(y)

= 1111 e-i(.J' +.J)tj e- iz (tj'-1})a(y, y + z, Tl, 1])u(y + z + z') dzdz' d1]' d1]

= 1111 e- i(.J'1]+.J1]')a(y, y + z, 1]', 1])U(y + z + Zl) dz' dzd1]' d1]

= Op(a)u(y).

Hence Op(b) = Op(a). It remains to prove (1.10). A Taylor expansion around
( =0 yields

a(y,y+z,1]+(,1])
(a

= L u! 8ta(Y1y+z,~,1])I{=1]
lal<N

+ N L ~~ l' (1- 8)N-l 8ra(y, y + z,~,~) 1,=.+.( d8.
lal=N 0

Integrating by parts and using the formula JJ e-i;r(J(z) dza( =/(0) shows that

11 e-i.J( ~~ Bt a(y, y + z 1 <,1]) 1(=1] dzd(

=jr f e- iz
( ~t Dya,a~a(y, y', <, TJ) 1,_ J:- dza(

} U." Y -Y+Z, .. -1]

= ~r aEn;,a(y, y', <,1])1 1_ /:_ •
U. y-y ... -tj

Hence

b(Y11]) = L ~! (a~ n;,a)(y, y', 1], 1]')I",=y,1]I=1] + TN(y,1]),
lal<N

where

TN(y,1])

L ~ l' (1- 8)N-l 11 e-;'( 8r a(y, y + z,~, ~)I,=.+.( du!(d8
lal=N 0

= L ~11

(1 - 8)N-l 11 e-;'( 8rD~,a(y, y',~,~) Iy'=y+",=,+.( dza(dO.
la)=N 0

\Vrite ä(y, y', ~, 1]) = aED~Ja(Yl y',~, 1]).
Then ä E SP-lal,~I,I1,eJ-lal(llt2q x IR 2q; E, E). \Vith b9 as in (1.11), we have

II (1 - 8)N-l 11 e-Ü(i(y, y + z, '7 + 8(,~) du!(dO

= l' (1 - 8)N-lb.(y,~) d8,
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and {be : 0 ~ () ~ I} is bounded in Sp+p'-N,'1+,,'-N (IRq x IRq; E, E). Since be
depends continuously on (), it follows that

and thus TN E SJt+p' -N,Il+Il'-N (IRq x IRq; E, E). Since N E N \ {O} was arbitrarYl
(1.10) folIows. 0

In the next Proposition E is a further separable Hilbert space with associated

unitary group action {~),} .
),Ea+

(i) Set c(y, TJ) := ff e-ü(a(y, TJ + ()~(Y + Z, 17) dza(.

Then c E Sp+v,Il+a (IRq x IRq; E, E) and Op(a)Op(b) = Op(c).

(ii) The symbol c admits the asymptotic expansion

(1.12)

in sp+v,e+a (IR q X IRq; E, E).

Proof Let u E CÜ(IR.q, E). Then

Op(a)Op(b)u(y)

= JJJJ ei(y-y')rj ei(y' _yJJ )rj' a(Yl 7]) b(y 1',') U(y") dy" ([1',' dy' ([7].

Substituting x = 11 - y and x' = y' - Y - x, we see that the integral on the
right hand side equals

JJJe- i (X'7+ x ''7')a(y,1])b(y + X, 1]')U(Y + X + x') dx' ary' dxr:11].

Set q(Yl y', 7], TI') := a (Yl 1])b(y', 1]'). Then q E SJt,v,,,,a (It~. 2q X IR 2q;E, E) ancl
Op(a)~p(b) =Op(q). By Theorem 1.15, there is a symbol c E SJt+v,,,+a (IRq X

IRq; E , E) such that Op(q) =Op(c). Moreover,

c(y, ry) '"V L ~! (8; n;,q)(y, y', ry, 7]') ly l=Y,'7'=rr
()

'"V L ~(a~a(y, 1]))D;b(Yl1]).
a.

()

o
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Remark 1.17. (i) Formula (1.12) is the Leibniz summation. As usual, we
write

aüb '" 2: ~(a~a(y, TJ))D~b(y, TJ)·
0'.

a:

This relation holds modulo S-oo,-oo (IRq x IRq; E, E). In fact, we may make
aÜb a uniquely determined symbol by setting Op(a)Op(b) = Op(aÜb), i.e.,

(aÜb)(y,TJ) =11 e-Ü(a(y,TJ+()b(y+ Z,TJ)dzd(,

see (1. B). ]n view of Proposition 1.16 and Proposi tion 1.11, aüb is then
well-defined.

(ii) Ir a E StJ,q(IRq x IRq; E, E), b E SV,O (IRq x IRq; E, E), and b is independent
of y E IRq, i.e., b(y, TJ) =b(TJ) for all y, TJ E IRq, then aüb =ab. This follows
direetly from the composition formula.

The L2 (IRq, E) scalar produet is denoted by L 'h,,(Bqo,E), the scalar produets

of E and E are denoted by L ')E and (', ')i' respectively. Ir A : S(IRq, E) ~

S(IRq, E) is a continuous operator, then the formal adjoint A'" of A is defined
by

(AU,V)L,,(liq,E) = (u,A"'vh,,(1I 9 ,E)

for all u E S (IRq 1 E), v E S(IR q,i~). Moreover, if a E Sild! (IRq x IR q; E, E), then we
denote the point-wise adjoint of a by a("'), i.e., (a(y, TJ)/, e)E = (I, a("')(y,1])e)E

for all / E E, e E E, and y,TJ E IRq.

Proposition 1.18. Let A E Llld?(IRq; E, E), A = Op(a) with a E SIl'''(IRq x
}Rq;E,E). Then A'" E LtJ'i'(IRq;E,E) and A'" = Op(a"'), where a"'(y,TJ) =
fJe- iz ( a( "') (y + Z, TJ +() dzd(. The symbol a'" admits the asymtotic expansion

(1.13)

Proof. For u E S(IRq, E), v E S(IRq, E), we have

(A u, v) L, (11 <,E) =1(11 e'(Y-Y')' a(y, '1)u(y') dy'ß'I, V(y)) E dy

=111 (e i
(y-y')J1 a(y, TJ )u(y'), v(y))E dy' aTJdy

=111(ei(y-yl)tj (u(y'), a("') (y, TJ )V(Y))E dya1]dy'

=1(,,(y'), 11 e'(Y'-Y)'a(')(y, '1)v(y) dYß'I) E dY

=(u,Op(a("')(y,1]))V)E.

17



Hence A*v =JJ e i (Y-Y')1] a(*)(y' l ,,)v(1I) d1l a". Writing a(*) (11, t]) =
JJ e- ir'C a(*)(1I- X', t])u(y') dx'dC we get

A *v(y) = 1111 ei(Y-Y')1]e-ir'C a(*) (y' - x', 7])U(Y/) dx'a(dy'at].

Substituting ,,' = '1 + ( and 11 = y + x' + x yields

A*v(y) =1111 e- i(r '+r)1]e- ix' (1]'-1])a(*)(y + x, t])u(y+ x' + x) dx'dxd"' a,,

=JJJJ e-i(rfJ+r'fJ')a(*) (y + Xl ,,)u(y + x + x') dx'dxd"ar/.

Theorem 1.15 now shows that A* = Op(a*L where a*(y, t]) =JJ e-ir(a(*)(v +
x,,, +(). The asymptotic expansion (1.13) follows from (1.10). D

The next thing we shall do is Lo prove that operators in LtJ," (IRq; E, JE) act
continuously on the weighted Sobolev spaces l i.e.,

The mai n step here is the corresponding version of the Calderon-Vaillallcou rt
Theorem for operators with operator-valued symbols. The proof of Theorem
1.19 generalizes an idea of HWANG [8].

Theorem 1.19. Let a E COO(IRq x IRq,.c(E, E)) and suppose that

lI"(a):= sup IID~~a(y,,,)II.c(EE) < 00. (1.14)
(y,fJ)EB.qxll'l ,
a ,ß~ (1 ," .,1 )

Then A = Op(a) induces a continuous operator

In the proof of Theorem 1.19 we shall find it convenient to write (i + 1))0

(i + "1)0 1 ••• (i + "q)oq and (i + DfJ)O = (i + DfJ1)Ol ... (i + DfJq)Oq. With this
notation we have

Proof. Let u E cgo (Rq, E) and v E Co (IRq, E) be given.

Step 1. We first check two norm estimates. Let ß, 0 E Nq, where 0 2: (1, ... ,1)
and ß :5 o. Put

18



We want to verifty that

lIfo,ßIIL J (R J 'l,E) ~ q,ß IluIILJ(R'l,E) ,

119<'dJ LJ (B J'l,E5) ~ Co IlvIILJ(Bq,E) ,

(1.15)

(1.16)

J
!

with constants q, cß ,0' that only depends on J', ß E Nq, but not on u, v. For 90,
we calculate

IIgolliJ(Il:l'l,Ej) = JIlgo(',1])!I~J(B~,E) d1]

= JIIF;,:,,'96(' ,,) 11:,(li:"E) dry

=JJ1(i +1] - 7,')01-
2

Ilv(1]') IIE d1]d1]'

= IIVII~J(B.'l,E) J1(i + ()O 1-
2

d(

= Ilvll~,(li"E) TIJ(1 + (])-6 j d()
j=l

~ Co Ilvl)~J(B'l,E) ,

provided that dj 2: 1 for j = 1, ... , q. It was used that the Plancherel identity
holds for functions u E L 2 (IRq, H), if H is a Hilbert space. Hence (1.16) is
proved. Analogously, it follws that

Ir ß ~ 6, then there are constants co,ß > 0, that only depends on 6, ß, such timt

Thus

Ilfo,ßII~J(RJq,E) ~ Ilvllt(B'l,El co,ß Jl(i + x)-o /2 dx

~ Co,ß Ilvll~J(B'l,E) .

provided that J' 2: (1, ... ,1). This proves (1.15).

Step 2. Assurne that a E C~(IRq x IRq,.c(E, E)) and set A = Op(a). We have

(Au, v) LJ(Xq,E) = JJJ(e i
(Y-Y')1J a(y, TJ)u(y'), v(y)) E dy' dTJdy

= JJJJ(e i
(Y-Y')1j-i

Y1j' a(y, 1]) u(y'), v(1]'))E dy' d7]dya1]'.
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An integration by parts givcs

(Au, v) L~(aq,E)

_j~ f f f( (i + DT/y5 (i + Dy)O i(u-y')t7- i yt7' ( ) ( ') --)_ d 'ff d 'd- JJJ (i + y - y')o (i + 7] _ 7]')0 e a y,7] U Y ,v E y 7] 7] Y

= 1111 (ei(y-y'),-i
y
,' (i - Dy )' {(i - D,)'a(y, 1)) (i +";~)1/)' } ,

v(1]') ) _ dy' G1]tI1]'dy
(i + 1] - TJ')° E

= L: co,ß,--Y 11(e iY T) {(i - Dy)1(i - DT))Oa(y,TJ)}
ß+1;Ö

.! e ih (i - Dy ) ("}'1/ ' dy,!e'h (i +/- 1)'1 d1)') E dyd1)

= L CO,ß,1!!(eiY'l {(i - Dy)1(i - DT))Oa(y, 7]) } fo,ß(y,7]),
ß+1=O

90 (y, 1]))E dyr17],

with suitable constants co,ß,1' Now the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields

Using (1.15) and (1.16), we see that there is a constant Co > 0 such that

provided that r5 ?: (1, ... J 1) . rn partieuIar,

with sorne c > O.

Step 3. Next, let a E coo(I~q x IR.q,.c(E, ..8)) and suppose that rr(a) < 00.

Let w E Cr(IRq x IR.q) be a cut-off functioll, i.e., w(y,7]) equals 1 in Borne
neighbourhood of (Y,1]) =O. Put at (y,11) := w(ey, e1])a(y, 1]). We then have
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Moreover)

I(Au) vh~(Rq,E) 1 = t:~W+ I(Op(at:)u, V)L~(Kq,E))

::; c lim 1r(at:) IluliL (R'l" E) IlvilL (a'l" E)t:-+O+ ~, ~,

::; c1r(a) IluIIL~(liq,E) IlvIIL~(liq,E) 1

and c is independent of u) v, and of a. Since C~ (IRq) E) is dense in L2 (IRq) E),
it follows that

for all u E C~ (IR. q, E). Extension by continuity cornpletes the proof. D

Since the spaces E, Eare supposed to be Hilbert spaces with associated unitary
group actions l we have WO'0(I~q, E) = L2(IRq, E) and WO,O(IRq, E) =L2 (lR q,E).
We note a simple consequence of Theorem 1.19.

Corollary 1.20. Let A E LO,O(IRq; E) E). Then A induces a continuous opera
tor

Define operators

R6,o := Op([71]6) oOp([y]o),

p6,O := Op([y]O) oOp([1]]6).

The operators R 6,o and p6,O are called reductions of orders.

Proposition 1.21. Let s,15 E IR. Then

is an isometrical isomorphism with inverse (R"o)-1 = p-J,-o.

11R"oull~O'O(liq,E)=JIIOp([1]f)Op([y]O)ull: dy

= J111\:-1 (1])Fy-+'l Op( [71r )Op( [yJO)u 11: d1]

=J[1]]
26 11 tc-I (1] )Fy-+'l ([yt u(y)) 11: d1]

= Il[yt ul1
2

= lIull~:'6(Rq E) .WI,O(liq,E) ,

Moreover) R6,O 0 P-6,-O = id on W"O(IR5, E). Hence R"o is isornetrical and
surjeetive. D
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Proposition 1.22. Let A E LII ,e(lRq;E, E). Then A induces continuous oper
ators

for all 8,0 E IR.

Proof. Put B := Rj-IJ,O-(} 0 A 0 (Rj,o)-l. By Proposition 1.21 and Proposition

1.16, B E LO,O(IRq; E, E), i.e., B =Op(b) with 80me b E ,so,O(lRq x IRq; E, E).
Now Corollary 1.20 implies that there is a constant c > 0 such that

Hence

II Au llw.-Jl ,6-11(a'l',E) = 11 R'-IJ,o-(J Aullwo.o(R'l',E)

= IIBR~,oullwo,o(l!'l',E) :$ c IIR~,oullwo,O(R'l',E)

= c Ilullw.,6(1l'l',E) .

o

1.3 The case of arbitrary group actions

In this section, we consider again Banach spaces Eo, EI, E 2 with aBSociated
strongly continuous group actions {#'CO,.d >.. ER.+' {#'C I,)•.} >.. ER +' and {K2,>..} >.. ER +' I t
is not assumed that the group actions {1'i:i,>"}>"Ell+' i = 0,1 , 2, are unitary. Re
call that by (1.1), there are constants c > 0, Mi > 0 (i = 0, 1,2), such that
II fC i,>..II.c(E;):$ cmax{A-Mi,AMi

}.

Proposition 1.23. Let a E SIJ,(J (lRqxIRq; EI, E2) and b E sv,a (R.qxIRq; Eo, EI).

(i) Set C(Yl TJ) := f1 e-ü(a(y, TJ + ()b(y + Z,1]) dza(. Then
cE SIl+v,(}+a (IRq x IRq; Eo, E2 ) and Op(a)Op(b) = Op(c).

(ii) The symbol c admits the asymptotic expansion

c(y, TJ) ,...., L ~(a;a(y, TJ))D~b(Y117)
CL

CL

Proof. Let 0 :5 (J ::; 1 and put

C9(Y, TJ) := JJe- iz (a(y,17 + (J()b(y + Z,1]) dza(.

Ta given multi-indices n,ß E ~q choose k,l E ~ such that 2k > q + l/-ll + IßI +
MI + M2 and 2l > q + \0"1 + laI. Put

r9(y,Z,TJ,() :=

(1 + 1(1 2)-k(1 - ßz)k (1 + IzI 2
)-1 (1- ßc)la(y, TJ + (J()b(y + z, 1]).
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Integrating by parts, we see that

\Ve want to show that {C9 : 0::; f} ::; I} is a bounded set in
SIJ+v,e+o (IRq x JRq; Eo, E2 ). To this end, we consider

"'2"I(TJ) {D~ D~r9(Y, z, TJ, ()} KO(TJ)
IßI

=K21
(11)K2(1] + Oe) L (0' _ ')')!~;(,ß _ 0)!01 K21

(71 + Oe)
-y<o
oSß

. {(I + 1(1 2
)-k (1 - ßd lD~ D~a(y, TJ + O()} "'1 (11 + O()(K1

1(Tl + O()K1 (Tl))

. K1 1 (11) { (1- ß.l),I: (1 + IzI 2 )-1 D;--Y De-ob(y + Z) 1])} 1\:0(1]),

and estimate

11 K21
(TJ) {D~ D~ r9 (y, Z, TJ, ()} KO(TJ) I1 C(Eo,E:d

::; 11"'2"1 (TJ)K2(TJ + O()IIC(E~) L Cet,ß,-y,o [(r
2k

7ra,ß,-y,o(a)
-y<o
oSß

. [y]g-l
o
l [T} + O(]IJ-hl !1~ll(TJ + O()KI(TJ)IIC(Ed [zr 21

1l"a,ß,-y,o(b)

. [y + zr-IßI+lol [TJr-lal+hl ,

where 7ret ,ß,"!,o is a Buitable semi-norm on SIJ,e(IR17 x IR.q; Eil E 2) and 1l"a,ß,-y,o is
a suitable semi-norm on SIJ,O (IRq x IRq; EOI Ed. In view of (1.1) and Peetre's
inequality [~] ::; Cf [~ + e] [~/] I we can estimate

11 K21
(TJ )K2 (TJ + O() 11 C(E~) = 11 K([11+ 9(l! [11]) ,2 11 C(E~)

::; C' 11 1\:[9 (], 211 C(E~) ::; C" [(]M~

and l1K11 (TJ+ O()KI( 1111C(Etl :5 C,,[(]Ml for 0:5 0::; 1. Hence

II K21
(TJ) {D~ D~r9(YI z, TJ, ()} KO(1]) IIC(Eo,E~)

< [(]M~ ""'" C [(]-2k 1r (a) [ ]e-Iol [ ]IJ-hl- L..J aß"(o a,ß,"'!,o y 1J
"«0
o5:ß

. [O(]IIJJ+hl [(]M1 [zr 21 1l"0,ß,,,,!,o(b) [yr-IßI+lol [z]lcr l+Iß1 [TJr-lol+hl

:5 Co,ß [(r2k+Ml+M:l+IIJI+101 [zr21+lcrl+IßI

. [y],,+cr- 1ß1 [TJt+IJ-lal1ro,ß(a)1l"o,ß(bL

with suitable semi-norms 1ra ,ß, 1l"0,ß on SIJ'''(JRq x IRq; EIl E2 ) and
sv,cr (IRq x IRq; Eo, Ed, respectively. ThuB

11 K 21
(TJ) {D~ D~C9(Y,1J)} KO(1]) 11 C(Eo,E~)

::; Ca,ß7ro ,ß(a)1l"a,ß(b) [y]l?+cr-1al [71t+v
- 1ß1 ,
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with a COllstant Cce,ß that only depcnds on er, ß E N and on k ,l E N, but not
on the symbols a, band on the parameter B E [0,1]. For the rest, we can follow
the proofs of Theorem 1.15 and of Proposition 1.16. For u E Cü(IRq, Eo) we
compute that

Op(a)Op(b)u(y)

= JJJJ e-i(rfJ+r'fJ')a(y, 7])b(y + x, 7]')u(y + x + x') dx'a7]' dxa1]

= Op(cI)u(y).

Setting C := Ci, assertion (i) is proved. The asymptotic expansion (ii) follows in
complete analogy to t he proof of (1.10). 0

Rmuark 1.24. As usnal, we write Op(a)Op(b) = Op(aijbL i.e., (aijb)(y, 1]) =
Jf e- iz ( a(y! 77 + ()b(y + z, 7]) dur(. By Proposition 1.16, the symbol aijb is

uniquely determined.

In Remark 1.3(ii), we introduced the symbol dass SIJ,e,e' (lR 2q x rn: q ; E, E) for
Banach spaces with arbitrary group actions {fI:.d>'ER+' {K>'}>.ER+' As we did

in Section 1.2 for symbols in SIJ,IJ',e,e' (JR 2q x IR 2q; E, E), we associate with each
symbol a E SIJ,fl,e' (lR 2q x IRq; E, E) an operator Op(a) by

Op(a)u(y) := JJJJ e- i
(Z1)+Z'l1

/
)a(y, y + z!l1)U(y + z + Zl) dzdz' a77dr/ (1.18)

, , 2
for u E Cü(lRq). While it ie possible to write adefinition of SJi,Ji ,e,e (IR q x
JR 2q; E! E) in the more general case (in Definition 1.14! E and E were supposed
to be Hilbert spaces with unitary group actions), doing so! it is not seen to be
of interest. Thc essential use of double symbols in Section 1.2, namely to show
that composition and adjunetion of operators are possible within the dass, is not
applicable here because of the presence of additional group actions. We therefore
proved Proposition 1.23 without referring to double symbols! but using in fact
the same techn ique, Next! we give the analogue of Theorem 1.15 for symbols in
SIJ,e,e' (IR 2q x IRq; E, E).

Theorem 1.25. Let a E SIJ,fl,e' (IR2q x IRq; E, E) and put

b(YI TJ) := JJe-ü(a(y, y + z, 7] +C) dzaC

where the integral is interpreted as an oscilJatory integral. Then
b E SJi,~+~' (Rq x Rq; E, E), and

Op(a) = Op(b).

The symbol b admits the asymtotic expansion

b(y,1]) -- L ~! (a~ D;,a)(YI y',77)!y'=Y'
ce
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Proof. Let 0 ~ {} ~ I, let ä E s~,~,r/ (IR 2q x IRq; E, E), and put

be(y, 11) := JJe-ü:(ä(y, y + z,1] +B() dza(.

To given multi-indices a, ß E Nq choose k ,I E N such that 2k > q + l/-ll + IßI +
MI + M2 and 21 > q + le/l + lai. Put

re(Y, z, 1], () := (1 + 1(12 )-k(1 - ß z )k(1 + IzI2)-1 (1 - ßd1ä(y, y + z, 1] + B().

Integrating by parts, we see that

As in the proof of Theorem 1.15, we want to show that {be : 0 ~ {} ~ I } is a

bounded set in SJ1.,{l+e
l

(IRq x IRq; E, E). To this end, we consider

and estimate

11~-1(1]) {D; D~re(y,Z,1], ()} 1"(1]) IlqE,E)

::; 1l:i\:-I(1])K(11 + O()II.C(E)

·11X:- 1 (1] + B() {D~ D~rIJ(Y, Z,1], ()} 1"(1] + Oe) 11C(B,-8)

·11,,-1(1] + B()X:(1])II.c(E)

:5 IIK[11+8()/[r71II.c(E) 11 K[l1]/[l1+e(] IlqE) [(r
2k

[zr
2

/

. L Ca,ß,'Y [y]"-hl [y + z]e'-(Ia l- hll [1] + O(t- IßI 7ra ,ß(ä),
hl~lal

where Tra,ß is a semi-norm on SJ1.,,,,,,' (IR 2q x IRq; E, E) that only depends on
O',ß E Nq, and Ca,fJ,'Y' 1,1:::; lai, are constants tl13t only depend on G,ß" E Nq,
but not on 0 E [0,1]. Using Peetre's inequality, we see that

11"[11+8(]![11JII.C(E) :5 c' 111i:[IJ(lll.c(El ~ cf! [(]M~ 1

IIK(11]/[11+9,]llqE) :5 C' IIK[IJ(]II.c(E) ::; C
II

[(]All.

Furthermore, we have [1] + O(]~-IßI :5 C [1]]J1.-lfJl [(]IJ1.I+IßI and [y + z]"'-(Ia l- hD :5
c [V] e'-(Ial-hl) [z] 1~'I+lal. Hence

1P:~-I(1]) {D~ D~re(Y, Z,1], ()} 1"(1]) IL:(E,E)

:5 ca,ß [y],,+el-Ia l [zJI~'I+lal-21 [1]t- IßI [(]IJ1.I+lfJl+Ml+M~-2k Tra,ßCa)

with a constant ca,fJ that only depends on 0', ß E Nq, but not on B E [0,1]. Thus
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and it follows that &e E SJ-l,~+~' (lR q x lR q ; E, E) for a11 8 E [0,1] and that,

moreover, the set {be : 0::; f) :s; 1} is bounded in SJJ,~+e' (IRq x IRq; E, E). Now

let a = Ci. Then b(y, 17) = b1 (y, 1]). The relations (1.20) and (1.21) now folIowas
in the proof of Theorem 1.15. 0

Corollary 1.26. Let J-l, e, e' E IR. If a E SJ-l,~,~' (lR 2q x IRq; E, E), then Op(a) E
LJ-l,~+~' (IRq; E, E).

Proof Writing a(y, y', 1]) = II e- ir'( a(y, 11 - X',1]) dx'dC we see that for a11
U E CÖ(lRq

, E), we have

Op(a)u(y) =JJei(y-!/)tj a(y, y',1])U(Y') dy' d1]

=JJJJ ~i(y-y')tje-ixt(a(y, y' - X',1])u(y') dy' dx'a1]d(.

Substituting 1]' = 17 + ( and x = y' - y - x', in the oscillatory integral, we see
that

Op(a)u(y)

= JJJJ e- i
(r17 +x

'17 ')a(y, y + x, 1])u(y + x + x') d.xdx' a11'a1]

= Op(a)u(y).

Now Theorem 1.26 shows that"Op(a) E LJJ,e+e' (lR9 ; E, E). o

In Section 1.2, we proved that if E, jf; are Hitbert spaces wi th uni tary actions,
then

LJ-l'~(I~9;E, E) ~ n .c(W8 ,O(IRQ
, E), W"-J-l,o-~(IR.9,E)),

",oER

see Proposition 1.22. In the proof, it WaB used that there exist operators
RII,o E LII,O(IR.9; E, E) that induce isometrieal isomorphisms RII,o : WJ,O(lRq, E)
--+ L2 (lR q, E), and that, moreover, LO,O(IRq; E, E) ~ .c(L2(IRq, E), L2 (IRQ, E)).
The proof was based on Hilbert space techniques. For Banach spaces E, E,
the situation is much more difficult. Theorem 1.35 presents a result on map
ping properties in this case. In most applications, however, one deals with thc
following situation.

Suppose, E and E are Hilbert spaces with associated group actions {K>.}, {~)J.
Moreover, suppose there are

• Hilbert spaces Eo, Eo with aBsociated unitary group actions {KO,>.}, f~o,>.},
and

• symbols r8 (1]) in S",O(IRq x JRq;E,Eo) and r"(1]) in S",O(IRq x JRq;B,EoL
for all s E IR, that induce point-wise isomorphisms, i.e., r J (1]) : E ~ Eo,
r"(1]) : E~ Bo, for all 11 E IRq.
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Under these assumptions, we have the following result.

Proposition 1.27. Let A E LIJ,(l(IRq; E, E). Then A induces continuous oper
ators

for all s, J E IR.

Before turning to the proof, let us notice that if we put p-'(ry) := (r"(ry))-I,
p-"(ry):= (r"(ry))-I, for aB7) E IRq, thon p-" E S-",O(IRq X Rq;Eo,E) and

p-' E S-",O(IRq X IRq; Eo,E). Since Op(p-")Op(7") =idwo,o(Rq,E) and
Op(r")Op(p-') = idwo,O(Iiq,Eo), it follows that Op(r-') induces an isomorphism

Analogously, it is seen that Op(r') induces an isomorphism

Proo/ 0/ Proposition 1.27. Put R"'o := Op(r") 0 Op([yf'), R"'o := Op(r") 0

Op([y]O). By Proposition 1.23 we have R"'o E L",O(IRq; E, Eo) and R"'o E

L"O(lR.q;E, Bo). The operators R"'o, R"o induce isomorphisms
R""s : W"'o (IRq, E) ~ Wo'°(IRq, Eo) and R"'o : W"'o (IRq, B) ~ WO,O(lRq,Eo).
Moreover, (R,,o)-1 E L-",-O(IRq;Eo, E) and (R",O)-1 E L-",-O(IRq;Eo,E). Put

B := R"-JJ,O-(loAo(R"O)-l. By Proposition 1.23, we have B E LO,O(IRq; Eo,Bo).
Now Corollary 1.20 implies tImt there is a C > 0 such that

Hence

lI Au!lW.-P,"-"(Rq E) ~ Cl 1I R"-IJ,O-(lAull -, WO,O(Rq,Eo)

= IIBR"'Oullwo'0(liq,Eo) ~ c21IR"Oullwo,O(Rq,Eo) ::; c3I1 u llw',"(a q,E)'

o
Remark 1.28. Note that if there exists an isomorphism ao : E ~ Eo such that
KO,A ao x:~ 1 E Coo (JR+, .c (E, Eo)), then we find an order reducing symbol r" (ry)
as above by putting 7'''(ry) = [ry]' x:o'['1]aoX:~ll.

1.4 Ellipticity and parametrices

For Banach spaces E, B, we denote by Je (E, E) the space of all operators A E
.c (E, E) that are corn pact.
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Definition 1.29. (i) A symbol a E SIJ,fi(IRq x IRq; E, E) is said to have com
pact variation, if for aB y,1] E IRq

a(y, 1]) - a(y, 0) E K(E,E).

The space of aH such symbols is denoted by S~J l? (IRq x IRq; E, E). The
space of all operators A E LIJ,fl(IRq; E, E) for which there is a symbol
a E S~Jl?(IR.qxJRq; E, E) such that A = Op(a) is denoted by L~/(Rq; E, E).

(ii) By S~,fl(IRq x IRq; E, E), we denote the space of aB symbols a E SIJ,fi(IRq x
IRq; E, E) such that a(y, 1]) E IC(E, E) for aB y,1] E lR q . The space of all
operators A E LIJ,fi (IRq; E, E) for whieh there is a symbol a E S~,fi (IRq x
IRq; E, E) such that A = Op(a), is denoted by L~,fi(IRq; E, E).

The applieations we have in view will deal with symbols having eompact varia
tiOll. Notiee that

Lemma 1.30. Let a E SIJ,fl(IRq x IRq· E E)cv , , .

(i) Then D~a E S~-lol,l?(Rq x IRq; E, E), for any multi-index 0' =I- O.

(ii) Ifb E SIJ1,f/ (Rq x IRq· E E) then ba E SIJ+1J
1

,fi+l?1 (IP{q x IRq· E E)cv , 1 , CV , , •

Proof. The prüof is eIear. Use that

b(y,ry)a(Yl1]) - b(YJO)a(y,O)

=b(y, 1])(a(y, 1]) - a(y, 0)) + (b(Yl 1]) - b(y, O))a(y, 0).

o
Proposition 1.31. Let aj E S~j,fij (IRq x IRq; E, E), JEN, be an arbitrary
sequence, where J.lj ---t -00, Oj ---t -00 as j ---t 00, Put J.l := max {J.lj} , 0 :=

max {Oj }. Then there is an a E S~' l? (IR. q x IR.q; E, E) sucb tbat for every k E N
there is an N = N(k) with

N

a - E E S~-k,fl-k (IRq x IRq; E, E).
j=O

The symbol a is unique moduJo S;OO,-OO(IRq x lRq;E, E),

Proof. Following the proof of Proposition 1.5, we obtain a as a convergent se
ries a = Lj~oaj, where aj(y, 1]) = X(cj ly, cj l1])aj(Y, 1]), JEN. Since aj E

S~i ,l?i (IR. q x IRq; E, E) for aB JEN, and since the series Lj> 0 aj is actuaBy finite

in each point (y,1]) E IRq X IRq, it follows tlmt a E S~,l?(IRq x jR.q; E, E). More

over, if a' is another symbol in S~,l?(IRq x IRq; E, E) satisfying a' - LfJ~) aj E

SIJN ,fiN (IR.q x IRq· E E) then a - a' E n SIJN ,eN (Tm q x IRq· E E) and heneec , , , NEN c 1"- " l

a - a' E S;OO'-OO(IRq x ~q; E) E). D
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Proof By Proposition 1.23, we have

If Q' :/; 0, then Lemma 1.30 shows that

(Da b)8a a E S~+ßI-lal,,,+,,I-lal(IRq x IRq· E E)
'1 Y c , , .

By Proposition 1.31, the sum La;to l/Q'!(D~b)a~a can be carried out in the

space sg+~1 -1 ,e+,,1- 1 (IRq x IRq; E, E). 0

Definition 1.33, (i) A symbol a E Sf~"(IRq x IRq; E, E), J-l, (] E IR, is called
el/iptic, if there are symbols br E S;~'-"(IRq x IRq; E, E), bl E S;JJ,-" (lR q x
IRq; E, E) such that bja =ids + r, abr =ide + r' , where rES; 1,-1 (IRq x
IRq· E E) and r ' E S-l,-I(IRq x IRq· E E), , c , , .

(ii) An operator A E L~~"(IRq; E, E) is ealled elliptic, if A = Op(a), where
a E SfJ" (IRq x IRq; E, E) is an elliptic symbol.

Proposition 1.34. Let A E L~~"(lRq; E, E). Then A is eIliptic if and only
if there is an operator B = Op(b) E L~:,-e(IRq; E, E) such that BA - id E
L-oo,-oo(lRq· E E) and AB - id E L-oo,-oo(IRq· E E)c , , c' , .

Proof. Let A = Op(a) be elliptie. Then there is a symbol b' E s;p,-e(IRq x
Rq; E, E) such that b'a - id E = r E S;l,-1 (Rq x jRq; E, E). By Lemma 1.32 it
follows timt

b'~a - idE = (b'~a - b'a) + (b'a - idE ) E S;l,-I(IRq x IRq; E, E).

Hence Op(b')Op(a) = 1+Op( r'), with 1" E S; 1,-1 (IRq x IRq; E, E). \Vrite r[j] :=
r/~ ... ~r' (j-times). By Proposition 1.31, rl! <'J Lj~l(-l)jrUIean becarried out

in S;l,-l (IRq x IRq; E, E). Put b := (1 + r")~b'. Then b E s;p,-e (I1~q x IRq; E, E),
and

Op(b)Op(a) = Op(b~c) = Op((l + rl!)~(l + 1")) = 1 + Op(rI} ,

where rl E S;oo,-oo (Rq x IRq; E, E). Analogously, it is shown that there are
symbols b E S-P'-"(lR q x IRq· E E) and r E S-oo,-oo(IRq x IRq· E E) suchr ct! , , r c , ,

that Op(a)Op(br ) = 1 +Op(rr). Now

Op(br) + Op(n)Op(br ) = (1 + Op(rl))Op(br)

= Op(b)Op(a)Op(br ) =Op(b) + Op(b)Op(rr).

Hence Op(b) - Op(br ) E L~oo,-oo(IRq; E, E). It now follows that Op(b)Op(a) 
id E L;oo,-oo(lRq x IRq; E, E) and Op(a)Op(b) - id E L;oo,-OO(IRq x IRq; E, E).
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ConverselYl suppose that B = Op(b) E L~:'-"(JRq; E, E) is given such that
AB - id E L-OO,-OO(lRq·E E) and BA - id E L-OO,-CC(IRq· E E) Write ba-

Cl' C' , •

idE = (ba - büa) + (bÜa - idE ) and ab - idB = (ab - aüb) + (aüb - id§). Using
Lemma 1.32, we see then that ba - idE E 3;1,-1 (IRq x IRq; E, E) and ab - ide E

S;I,-1 (IRq x lR q; E, E). Hut this means that a is elliptic, and thus A =Op(a)
is elliptic. 0

Theorelll 1.35. Let 0 < -q/2 - 1.

0) If a E SJJ,o (IRq x IRq; E, E), then Op(a) induces continuous operators

for a11 s ER.

(ii) lfv<OandaE~,tS(lRqxlRq;E,E), then

is compact for a11 s E IR.

Proof See SCHULZE [18). o

Proposition 1.34 and Theorem 1.35 yield the following result.

Theoreln 1.36. Let A E L~'~Q(IR.q; E, E) be eJ1iptic and suppose moreover that
A E .c(WJ,O(IRq, E), W"-ß,tS-I.?(IRq, E)). Then

A : W J ,6(IRq, E) -4 W"-ß,6-I.?(lR q , E)

is a Fredholm operator for all s, 8 E lR.

In Section 1.3 we considered Hilbert spaces E, E for which there exists Hilbert
spaces Eo, Bo with associated unitary group actions and symbols
r" (7]) E SJ,O(lRq x lRq;E, Eo), TJ (1]) E SJ,o (IRq x IRq; E, Eo) for all s E IR that
induce point-wise isomorphisms.
Ir A E Lß',-?(IRq; E, E), then A E .c(W",t5(lRq, E), W"-ß,6- 12 (lRq, E)) by Proposi
tion 1.27. Under these assumptions, we also have the following theorem.

Theorem 1.37. Let A E L~~e(IRq; E, E) be elliptic. lf u E W-OO,-CC(lRq , E),
tben Au E W",t5 (IRq, E) implies that 1t E W"+JJ,tS+12 (IRq, E). Moreover, we have
ker A S; S(lR q

, E) and there is a finite-dimensional subspace N_ in S(IRq, E)
such that

Proof. Hy Proposition 1.27 we have A E .c(W"+ß,o+"(lRq , E), WJ,O(lRq, E)) for
all s, 0 E IR, and by Theorem 1.36, A is a Fredholm operator for all s, 8 E IR.
Since A ia elliptic, there exita a parametrix B E L~:,-e(I~.9; E, E) to A. Hence,
if f := Au E w",tS(lRq , E) for some u E W-CC,-CC(m.q , E), then BI - u E
n",t5ER w",tS(lRq, E), and hence t.l E WJ+JJ,t5+"(IRq, E). It follows that if u E
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ker A, then u E n8,0eB W 8 ,e (R q, E) = S (R q, E). In particular, the kernel is

independent of B,O E lR. Next, put B := R8,o 0 A 0 (R8+ JI,0+,,)-1, with R8,o,
R8,O as in the proof of Proposition 1.27. Then B E J:.(L2 (lR q , Eo), L2(lR Q, Eo)),
and B is clearly elliptic. Hence B* is elliptic (this follows easily by Proposition

1.18), and it follows that ker B* ~ S(Rq, Eo). Now thcre is a finite-dimensional

subspace N_ ~ S(lR q, Eo) such that B(L2(IRq, Eo))ffJN- = L2 (Rq, Eo). \Vriting
A =(R8 ,J)-1 oBo R8 +IJ,J+e, we see that there exits a finite-dimensional subspace

N_ cf S(lRq, E) such that A(W8 +IJ ,o+U(IRq, E)) EB N_ = W 8 ,J(IRq, E). 0

2 Operators on manifolds with conical exits

In this section, we discuss the model situation of a non-compact manifold having
a conical exit to infinity. A detailed examination of the special features in this
case serves to illuminate the general character of the calculus discussed in the
previous section.

2.1 Invariance under diffeomorphisms

\Ve say that an open set U ~ IRq is conical in the larye, if there is a constant
c > 0 such timt

x EU=:} AX E U for all A ;::: 1 and lxi;::: c.

Let E, Ebe Banach spaces with assoeiated group actions {~,d>'EIi+' {Ii>.} >'ER+'

Definition 2.1. Let U E IRq be open and conieal in the large.

(i) Then SIJ,,,(U x Rq; E, E) is defined as the space of all a E COO(U x

IRq, L(E, E)) such that for each open set Uo ~ IRq that is also eoni
eal in the large a1,ld that satisfies Uo ~ U, thcre exists a symbol ao E
SIJ'''(IRq x IIlq; E, E) with aOIUoxR'l = aluoxa'l'

(ii) The spaee S(U x U, 'c(E, E)) is defined as the space of all c E COO(U X

U, L(E, E)) such that for each open set Uo ~ IRq that is eonical in the

large and satisfies Uo C U, there exists a Co E S(IRq X IIlq, L(E, E)) with

coluoxuo = cluoxuo .

(iii) By L- 00, - 00 (U; E, E), we denote the space of all integral operators wi th

kernel in S(U x U, J:.(E, E)).

(iv) By LIJ'(l(U; E, E), we dcnote the space of a11 operators A = Op(a) + C,
where a E SIJ,U(U x Rq; E, E) and C E L-OO,-OO(U; E, E).

Lemn182.2. (i) lf a E S-OO,-OO(U x IRq; E l E), then
Op(a) E L-00,-00 (U; E, E).

(ii) L-OO,-OO(U; E, E) =nlJ,u LIl,U(U; E, E).
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(2.1)

(2.2)

Proof Let a E S-oo,-oo (U x IRq; E, E) and put k(y, y) := f ei (Y-y')'7 a(y, 1]) a1].
Then Op(a)u(y) =f k(y, y)u(y') dy', and clearly k E S(U x U, i:-(E, E)). This

proves (i). To prove (ii), let A E n/-i,g UJ,g(U; E, E). Let Uo be an arbitrary

open set that is conical in the large such that Uo CU. Choose an open set
U1 that is conical in the large such that Uo C U1 and Ul C U. Moreover, let
<p, <Po E Coo(lRq

) such that 0 :5 <p :::; 1, 0 ~ <Po :::; I, <pluo == 1 and <po]aq\u t == 0

and <p<po == <po Then <pA<p =<po<pA<p<po, and <pA<p E n/-i"? L/-id?(lRqjE, E). Hence
by Corollary 1.26 and Proposition 1.12) there is a symbol a E 5-00

,-00 (IRq x

IRqjE,E) such that <pA<p =Op(a). Then <poOp(a)<po E L-oo,-oo(UjE,E), and
thus If'A<p E L -00,-00 (U; E, E). Since <p, <po are arbitrary, it follows that the
distributional kernel of Ais in S(UxU,.c(E, E)). Hence A E L-CO,-oo(U; E, E).

o
Definition 2.3. We define B/-i,g,g' (U x U x IRq; E, E) as the space of aB a E

Coo(U x U X Rq, i:-(E, E)) such that for each open set Uo ~ IRq that is also
conical in lhe large and that satisfies Uo CU, there exists a symbol ao E

S/-i,g,g' (IR 2q X IRq; E, E) with aoluoxuoxB.q = aluoxuoxKq.

Proposition 2.4. Let. a E SJl,g,g' (U X U x lRqj E, E).
Then Op(a) E L/-i,g+g' (U; E, E). lf

Q.(y,7]) '" L ~! (a~ D;,a)(y, y', 1]) 1"'=11
a

in S/-i,fl+{/ (U x IRq; E, E), then Op(a) - Op(Q.) E L-oo,-OCI (U; E, E).

Proof. If g(y, 1]) '" La ~ (a~ D;,a)(y, y', Tl) 1",=" then Q. is uniquely determined

modulo 5-00
, -o:J (U x IRq; E, E). Let Uo be an open set tImt is conical in the large

such that Uo cU. Chaose an open set U1 that is conical in the large such that
Uo C U1 and U1 C U. Moreover, let <p E Coo(IRq) such that 0 ~ <p :::; 1, <pluo == 1
and <pIJlq\~ == O. Then Theorem 1.25, in particular, formula (1.21), shows that

<p(y)(Op(a) - Op(gJ)<p(y') E L-oo,-oo(IRq; E, E). Since Uo isarbitrary, it follows

that Op(a) -Op(Q.) is an integral operator with kernel in S(U x U,.c(E, E)). 0

Let V ~ lR q be another open set that is conical in the large. We consider a
diffeomorphism

x: U -+ V

for which there is a c > 0 such that x(..\x) = ..\X(x) for all ,,\ 2: 1 and lxi 2: c.
For x E V let e(x) > 0 such that {x' : Ix - xii::::; e(x)} ~ V. For x, x' E V
satisfying Ix - xii:::; e(x) put

M(x,:r:') :=11

dx- 1(:r:' + t(:r: - x')) dt.

The mean value theorem then shows that

x-1(x) - X-1(x' ) = M(x, x')(x - x').
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Lemma 2.5. There is a symbol s E SO,l (V x IRq) that is independent off] E IRq,
i.e., S = s(xL such that the folJowing holds:

(i) For each Vo C V which is conical in the Jarge and satisfies Vo C V, there
is a c' > 0 such that

c' [x] ::; s(x) for alJ x E VO•

(ii) If x E V, tben Ix - xII::; s(x) implies that M (x, x') is invertible.

Proof. Since M(x, x) = dX-l(x), the matrix M(x, x) is invertible for aH x E
V. If we construct a function s = s(x) such that Ix - xII ::; s(x) implies
IM(x, Xl) - M(x, x)1 ::; ! JM(x, x)l, then M(x, x') is invertible. We have

M-l(x, x)(M(x, Xl) - M(x, x))

=[( (dX- 1)-1 (x )(d[l)(x' + I(x - x')) - 1) dl.

Writing dX- l = ((dx-lkjkj=l, ... ,q, we get

(dX-l)(XI + t(x - x'))

= (dX- 1
)( x) + fa 1('\I(d[ 1)i,i (x +s(1 - I)(x - x')), x - X')i,j=l, ...,q ds.

Since (D~X-lkj E SO,O(V x IRq) for aB i, j = 1, ... , g, and for 10'1 = 1, we see
that there is a symbol !.p E 5°'°(V x IR q) that only depends on x, i.e., !.p = !.p( x),
and is strictly posi ti ve, i.e., !.p( x) .2: 1 for aH x E V, such that

lfa 1(dX- 1
) -1 (x)(\7 (d[ l)i ,i (x + s(1 - I)(x' - x), x - X')i,i=l, ... ,q dsl

:5 [\O(X) [x + s(l - I)(x' - xJrl Ix - x'l ds.

Natice that if Ix - xII ::; c [xL where c > 0 is same small canstant, then

[x + s(1 - t)(x' - x)r l :5 Ct [xr 1
for 0 ::; s, t ::; 1, with some constant Ce > O.

Bence, for Ix - xII::; e [x],

[\O(x) [x + s(1 - I)(x' - XJrl Ix - x'l ds:5 c'\O(x) [xr l Ix - x'l.

Put s(x) := ttj~(x) [xl, where 0 < E' < tq-2. Then s E 5°,1 (V X IRq), ancl

Ix - x'I::; s(x) implies that Ix - xII::; E: [x] and

fal \O(x) [x + s(1 - I)(x' - XJrl Ix - x'l ds:5 ~q-2.

It then follows that

D
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Lemma 2.6. There is a function w E .)O,o,O(V x V x IRq), w =w(x, Xl), such
tbat w(x, x') = 1 for Ix - x'I:::; !s(x) and w(x, x') = 0 for jx - x'l 2:: ~s(x).

Hefe s is the function from Lemma 2.5.

Proof. Choose a fundon tjJ E Coo (IR) such that tjJ (t) = 1 für t :5 1/2 and VJ (t) = 0
für t > 2/3. Define w(x, x') := tjJ(lx - x'l /s(x)). Then w is as required. The
only point to verify is that w E SO,O,O(V x V x IRq). But this follows easily since
s E SO, I (V x IR q) . 0

Let A E LP,~(U; E, E:) and consider the push-forward X.A, i.e.,

(x.A)v(y) = (X·)-l A(X·v)(y), v E Cgo(V),

where (X·v)(x) =v(X(x)).

Lemma 2.7. The push-forward x. induces a bijection
.x. : L-oo,-oo(U; E, E) -+ L-oo,-oo(V; E, E).

Proof. Let C E L -00,-00 (U jE, E) and write Cu (y) = fu c(y, y')u(y') du', For
v E C~(V) we compute

(X.. C)v(x) =l c(X- 1 (x), x')v(X(x/)) dx'

=l c(x- 1 (x), X-1(x ' )) Idetdx-l(X')1 v(x') dxl
•

By assumption on X, we have Idetdx-l(·)1 E Cr(Vl, and hence the kernel

c'(x, Xl) := c(X-1(xl,X-1(x')) Idetdx-l(x')1 is in S(V x V,.c(E,E)). Thus

x. C E L -00,-00 (V; E, E). Analogously, it follows that

(X-I). : L-OO,-OO(V; E, E) --+ L-oo,-OO(U; E, E).

Since (X.)-l 0 X.. = id, the assertion folIows.

Theorem 2.8. The push-forward x. induces bijections

o

x. : LiJ'~(Uj E, E) --+ LiJ,~(V; E, E)

for a11 IJ, f! E IR. Jf A = Op(a) + C with a E SIl,Q(U x IRq; E, E) and C E
L-OO,-OO(U; E, El, then X",A =Op(b) +C', wbere CI E L-OO,-OO(V; E, E) and
b E SP,Q(V X IRqj E, E). We have

b(x, ry) =a(x- l (x), CdX)(X-1(x))ry)

modulo SiJ-l,~-l(V x IRq; E, E).

(2.4)

Proof. In view ofLemma 2.7 we may assurne that A = Op(a) with a E SiJ"!(U x

IRq; E, E). Then

(X",A)v(x) =1. f ei(x-l(x)-x-I(X'))11a(x-l(x), ry)
.."lv

·Idet dX- 1(x /)1 v(x') dxlilry
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for v E Cgo (V, E). Let w be as in Lemma 2.6 and put
ao(y,YJry) :=w(X(y),x(y))a(y,ry) and
al (y, y', ry) := (1 - w(X(y), X(y') ))a(y, 7]). Since

L ~! (0; D;,ad(y, y', 7]) l y l:=11 '" 0
o

in SIJ.'~(U x IR5; E, El, Proposition 2.4 implies that Op(ad belongs to
L-oo,-oo(U; E, E). Now Lemma 2.7 shows that x'OOp(ad E L-oo,-oo(V; E

J
E).

ft thus suffices to consider X'O Op(ao). \Ve have

x'OOp(ao)v(x) =1. f ei(x-l(x)-x-l(xl))'1w(xJ x')a(x- 1(xl, 1])
R'lJv

·Idet dX- 1(x') 1 v(x' ) dx'dry

= 1. f ei (X-X ' )JM(x,x
l

)'1 w (x, x')a(x- 1(x), ry)
R'lJv

. Idet dX- 1(x') 1 v(x') dx' dry

= 1. f ei (x-x ' )'1 w (x, x' )a(x- 1(x), (' M)-1 (x, x')7])
K'llv

. Idetdx-l(x')I· Idet e1\1)-I(x,x')jv(x')dx' dry.

Thus x.Op(ao) =Op(d) with

d(x, x', 7]) := w(x, x')a(x- 1(x), (t M)-1 (x, x' )7])

·Idet dX- 1(x') 1 ·1e1\1)-1 (x, x') I·

Itremains to show timt d E SIl-, Q,O (V X V x R q; E, E). 0 nce this is shown, the
theorem follows by Proposition 2.4 writing

b(x, ry) f"V L ~! (0; D~ld)(x,x', ry)lx:=x l .
o

In particular, (2.4) then folIows, since

b(x, 7]) - a(x- 1(x), ('dX)(X- 1(x))7]) = L ~! (8;D~ld)(x,x', 17) Ix:=r l J

o;lo

and the righ t hand side is in SIJ. -1 ,~- 1(li x IR.q; E, E). To prove that d E

SIl-, Q,o (V X V x R q; E, E), let Vo C V be an open set that is con ical in the large
and satisfies Vo C V. Choose then an open set VI that is conical in the large,
where VI C V and Vo C VI. Moreover, let <p E Coo (Rq) such that 0 ~ <p ~ 1
and <plvo == 1 and <Pla'l\~ == O. Ta Vo, VI there exist open sets Uo,U1 C U timt

are conical in the large with Uo C UI , UleU and such that X-I (x) E Uo for all
xE Vo and X-l(x) E Ul for all x E VI. \Vhat we want to show is that there ex-

ists a symbol d1 E SIl-,Q,0(IR 2q x IRq; E, E) satisfying dllvoxvoxJi'l == dlvoxVoXli'l'

Set <po(x , x') := <p(x)<p(x' ). Let x, x' E Va.

d(x, x', 7]) = w(x, x')a(<po(x, x')X-I(x), <po(x, x')(t M)-l(x, x')7])

·1<Po(x,x')detdx-l(xl)]·]<Po(x,x')deteM)-I(x,x')I·
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By definition, there is a symbol al E S/-l,Q(IRq x IRq; E, E) such that alulxRq ==
allul xRq' Hence, for x, x' E Vo, we have

a(<Po (x, x')X- l (x), <Po (x, x')(t M) -1 (x, x')1])

=al(<po(x, x')X-l(x), <po(x, x,)(t M)-l(x, x')1]).

Since X-I ('\x) = '\X- l (x) for ,\ :2: 1 and IxI :2: c', for same constant c' > 0, we
see that <po(x, x') Idet dX-1(x')1 E So,O'0(I~.2q x IRq) and

q

<Po{x, x')X-l(x) E X gJ,I,O{IR2q x IRq)
j;l

Analogously, we get by (2.2) that <po(x J x') jdet(t M)-I(x, x') IE SO,O,O(IR 2q x IRq)
and

q

<po (x, x')(t M)-l (x, x')1] E X SI,O,O(IR 2q X IRq).
j;l

Moreover, a simple calculation shows timt bo(x, x', 1]) E X ~;1 SO,I'°(IR 2
q X IRq),

Xq -bt{x, x' ,1]) E j;1 SI,O,O(IR2q x IRq), and GI E S/-l,Q(IRq x IRq; E, E), imply

o1(bo(x, X' t 1]), b1(x, x', 1])) E SIJ,e,O(IR 2q x IRq; E, E). Thus, if we def1ne

d1(x, x', 1]) := w(x, x')a1(<po(x, X')X- l (x), <po(x, x')C M)-1 (x, x' )1])

'l<Po(~,x')detdx-l(x')I'I<po(x,x')deteM)-t(x,xl)\ '

then d1 E SIJ,Q,o(:1R 2q x IRq; E, E) and dllV;;xvox?i. q == dlvoxvoxaq. Hence d E
SIJ,e,O(V x V x IRq; E, E). 0

Remark 2.9. Equation (2.4) givea the first term of the asymptotic expansion

b(X,7]) ""J I)a;a)(x- 1(x), edX)(X-1(x))1])<Pa(X-1(x), 1]), (2.5)
a

where <Pa(Y, 1]) := D~eio(z,Y)1]lz;y' Ct' E Nq, and 8(z, y) = X(z)-X(x)-dX(y)(z

V). The expansion (2.5) can be carried out in S-OO,-OO(V x R,q; E, E). Notice
that for Ct' E Nq, we have (a;a)(y, (tdX)(Y)1]) E S/-l-laI,Q(Uy x 1R~; E, E) and that

!.pa(U, '\1]) = D~eio(;"y)>.'f/ I = D~eiO(>'z,>.y)'f/ I
z=y ;,=u

= ,\Ial D~ eio (;,' ,>'y)'f/ I = ,\Ial <Pa (,\y, 1]).
;,';;y

Thus !.pa (AY, 1]) = A-la!<Pa(y,1]). Since <Pa ia a polynomial in 1] of degree ::;
10'1/2, it follows that (8;a)(y, (tdX)(Y)1])<Pa(X- I(x), 1]) E SIJ-lal/2,e- laJ/2(V x

IRq; E, E).

2.2 Pseudo-differential operators on manifolds with coni
cal exits
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Definition 2.10. A manifold with conical exits in our set-up is a smoath q
dimensional manifold M which is a union

M = X o U Xl U .. . UXN U aXI U ... U aXN,

where

• X o, ... , X N are q-dimensional smooth submanifolds with campact smooth
boundaries,

• aXl, ... , aX N are con nected (q - 1)-dimension al submanifolds,

• X o is compaet,

• and Xj is difTeomorphic to aXj x [1,00) for j + I J ••• , N, where the cor
responding diffeomorphisms are homogeneous for large arguments.

Manifolds with conical exits are a special case of the SG-compatible manifolds in
the sense of SCHRO HE [14] . Notice that, in particular, every compaet manifold
is a manifold with conical exits, namely where N ::::; O. Another example is the
case M = lRq.

Every manifold with conical exits has a finite atlas. Assume for simplicity that
N=1.

The set X 0 U { {)X 0 X [1, 2)} can be covered by fi ni tely many open sets which are
relatively compaet. Ta introduce coordinates on 8Xo x [1,00), choose an open
cover of 0X 0, say {Yj : j::::; 1, ... , I} . Denote the corresponding coordinate
maps by Qj : }j --+ \Jj ~ JRq-l, j =1, .. . ,1. As a cover of oXo x [1,00) choose
Xj =Yj x [1,00) with the !Pi : Xi --+ Uj ~ JRq given by !pj(v, t) = (tQj(v), t).
Notice that the sets Ui are conical in the large and that the coordinate maps
!Pi, j = 1, ... , I, as weIl as the corresponding changes of coordinates are diffeo
morphisms tImt are homogeneous for large arguments.

In the sequel J we fix this atlas and denote the open cover by
{Mj : j = 1, ... , n} and the coordinate mappings by !Pj : Mj --+ Uj,
j=l, ... ,n.

Lelnma 2.11. (i) Tbere exists a partition of unity on M 8ubordinat'ed to
the open cover {A1j : j = 1, ... ,n}J i.e' J mapping8 <l>j : M --+ IR. with
o ::; $j ::; 1, supp<Jlj ~ Mj, and LJ=l $j = I J such that <l>j 0 !pjl E
So'°(IRq x JRq).

(ii) If {<I>j : j::::; 1, ... J n} i8 thc parti tion of un ity of (i) I then there exists
a parti tion of un ity {'I' j : j =1, ... , n} on Al subordinated to the open
cover {Mj : j = 1, ... , n}, such that Wj O!Pj I E So'°(I~qxIRq) and Wj<l>j =
<I>j forj=l, ... ,n.

Proo[ For simplicity, let us assume that N = 1 and that MI = oXo x [1,00).
Let <I>j : Mj --+ Uj , j ::::; 1, , 11, be a partition of uni ty su bordinated to
the open cover {Mj : j ::::; 1, , 11}. Assume that Mj n (aXo x [1,00)) i= 0
for j = IJ ... ,k, and Alj n (8Xo x [1,00)) ::::; 0 for j = k + 1, ... ,11. Let
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{lj : j = 1, ... , k} be the open cover on Xo induced by {Mj : j = 1, ... , k},
and denote by CXj : Yj ~ Vj , i = I, . , . I k, the corresponding coordillate maps.

~ k ~

For (v, t) E Xo X [1,00) define Wj(v, t) := CXj(v). Then Lj;1 Wj = 1 on
8Xo x [1,00). Let w E COO(M) be such that O'~ w ~ 1 and such that w
equals 1 on X 0 u ax0 u (aX0 x [1,2)) anel that w vanishes on ax0 x (3,00), Put
ct>j = ;Pj if j 2. k + 1, i,e" if Mj C X o, and put <1'j = Wa;j + (1 - w)~j,
if 1 ~ j ~ k. Then 0 ~ ~j :5 1 for j = 1, ... ,n, and 'Li=1 <1'j = 1.
Moreover, <1'j 0 'Pj1 E SO'°(l~q x IR5). To prove (ii), make the same con
struction as in (i), starting with partitions of unity {Oj : j =1, ... , n} on M

and {Öj : j = 1, . , ., k} on 8Xo that satisfy Ojibj = ibj for j = 1, ... , n, and

Oj Wj =Wj for j =1, ' , , , k, D

Using the partition of unity {<pj : j =1, ... I n} of Lemma 2.11, we define
pseudo-differential operators on M, First, let us notice that a function f E
C oo (M, E) is in S(M, E), if (<1>; 1)'" ('Pi f) E S(IR. n , E), for i, k = 1, .. " n.

Definition 2.12. (i) An operator A : S(M, E) ---+ S(M, E) is in
L- 00, - 00 (M; E, E), if in local coordinates, A has a kernel in S (IR. q x
IR: q I 1:(E, E)),

(ii) We write A E L;oo,-oo (M; E, E), if the kernel of 'Itj Act>k, j, k = 1I' .• , n,

in local coordinates takes its values in IC(E, E), for all (y, y') E 1R 2Q •

(iii) We write A E LIJ,Q(M; E, E) if there are symbols aj E SIJ,Q(Uj x Rq; E, E)
and operators A j E L-OO,-OO(M;E,E), j = 1,., .,Tl, such that

'Pj,. ('lt j Act>j) = Op(aj) and (1- Wj)A<1'j E L-CC,-CC(MjE,E), for all
j = 1,., "n,

(iv) We write A E L~~Q(M; E, E), ifthere are symbols aj E SfJ~(Uj xIRq; E, E)
and operators Aj E L";cc,-OO(M; E, E), i = 1" .. , n, such that

<Pj,.,(WjA<1'j) = Op(aj) and (1 - Wj)A<I>j E L- CC ,-CC(A1;E,E), for all
j=I, ... ,n.

Remark 2.13. In view of Theorem 2.8, the definition of LlJd!(M; E, E) makes

sense, Notice th at if {W j : j = 1, .. , , n} ia another partition of uni ty as

{Wj : j = 1"." n} in Lemma 2.11, then 'Pj,.,(wjA<pj - ~jA<I>j) = 'Pj,.((Wj 
~j ) A ct>j) E L - cc, - cc (Uj; E, E) I since 'Irj -lij vanishes on supp<1'j. In particular,
if a' E SIJ'~(IRq x IRq, E EthenJ Cl! , I ,

Hence the definition of L~,;{}(M;E, E) makes sense.

Let E be a further Banach space with associated group action.

Proposition 2.!:..4. If A E LiJ,Q(M; E, E) and B E LV,U(M; E, EL then AB E

LIJ+V,~+CT (M; E, E).
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Proof Writing AB = (L::j;;:;l WjA<Pj HL::j;;:;l WjB4>j) the assertion follows easily
using Proposition 1.23 in local coordinates. 0

Next we turn to the action of operators in LIJ,q(M; E, E) on wedge Sobolev
spaces.

Definition 2.15. Let U S; lR q be an open set tImt is conical in thc large. The
space W 3,0 (U,E), s, J ER, is defined as the space of all u E V' (U, E) such that
for each open set Uo ~ Rq that is also conical in the large and satisfies Uo ~ U I

there exists a function Uo E W3'0(I~.q, E) with uoluo = uluo '

In the sequel , we assume that E is a Hilbert space with associated group ac
tion {K..\} ..\ER+' Furthermore suppose that there exists a Hilbert spaee Eo with

unitary group action {KO,..\} >'Eli+ and for a1l S E IR a symbol r~ = r 3(7]) in

S"°(IRq x IRq; E, Eo) that induces point-wise isomorphisms, i.e., r~ (7]) : E --=-r Eo
for all 7] E IRq. The operators R~'o := Op( r') 0 Op ([y]O) then induce isomor
phisms R"o : W",O(IRq, E) --+ Wa,a(IRq, Ea) for all S, QE IR.

Let U, V ~ ffi-q be open sets that are conieal in the large and consider again a
diffeomorphism x; U --+ V for whieh there is a c > 0 such that X(AX) = AX{X)
for aB A ~ 1 and lxI;::: c.

Proposition 2.16. Let S,Q ER. lfv E W 3 ,O{V,E), tlwn X·v E W",O{U,E).

Proof If v E V'{V, E), then X·v E 'D{U, E). Let Uo C U be open and conieal in
the large such that Ua CU. \Ve have to prove that x· vl uo can be extended to

an element in W 3 ,o (Rq, E). To Uo we ean find an open set Vo C V, also conieal
in the large, that satisfles Va C V, such th at X-I (Ua) ~ Va. By definition I there
is a Va E W 3 ,O(IRq, E) such that volvo = vlv

o
' Moreover, let Xo : IRq --+ IRq be a

diffeomorphism such that xaluo = xluo and such that 0:5 c' :s Idetdx-I(x)1 :5
c for suitable constants c', c > O.

(i) Assume first that E = Ea and S,O = O. An application of the Plancherel
formula shows that

llvo 0 xoll~o(Il'l,Eo) = (271")q l.'lllva(x)ll~o Idet(dXo)-l (xo(x))1 dx

:5 c(Xo){271")q 1. llvo(x)ll~o dx = c(Xo) IIvoll~o(Il'l,Eo) .
5. ...

Sinee vo 0 Xoluo = v 0 xluo ' it follows that X·v E WO,O(U, Eo).

(ii) If v E W" ,0 (I~q, E), we write Xö Vo = ((R" ,0) -1 0 Xö) 0 (Xo,. R" ,O)vo. \Ve have
R 3 ,0 E L"O(IRqj E, Ea). Sy Theorem 2.8 we have xo,.R"'o E L"O(lRq;E, EoL
and hence Proposition 1.27 implies that Xo

J
• R' ,0 Vo E WO ,0 (IR. q, Eo). Sy step (iL

we then have xS(XO,.R6,OVO) E WO,O(IRq, Eo).
Moreover, (R" )-1 E L-"-O(IRq; Eo, E). Using Proposition 1.27, again , it
follows that Xovo E W"'o (Rq, E). Since xävoluo = x·vluo' we get X·v E
W"O(U, E). 0

Definition 2.17. W"O(M, E) is the space of all u E wt~:(M, E) for which
(Y'jlr (<Pju) E W 3 ,0 (Uj 1 E), for j = 1, ... , n.
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Remark 2.18. On W 8 ,O(M, E), we introduce a norm by

In fact, W 8 ,O(M, E) is a Hilbert space.

Notice that by Proposition 2.16 the definition of W 8 ,O(A1, E) ia independent of
the particular choice of coordinates.

Suppose that jf; is a further Hilbert space with associated grollp action {'K.d ).fR+ J

that Bo is a Hilbert space with associated unitary group action {KO').}).fR +' and

that for aU s E R there exist symbols r$ = r 8 (1]) in S$,°(lRq x IRq; B, Bo) that

induce point-wise isomorphisms, i.e., r8 (1]) : E -=4. Ba for a11 1] E ~q. Under
these assumptions, we have the foBowing result.

Note that every A E LPo'~U~l; E, B) induces a continuous operator

A : S(M, E) -4 S(M, E).

Theorem 2.19. Let A E LjJ'~(M; E, E). Then A extends to continuous oper
ators

Proof. If A E L- 00, - 00 (M ; E, E), then the assertion is 0 bvious. It thus suffices
to consider \ji' jA <I>j, for j =: 1, ... , n. By Proposi tiOIl 1.27 we have

for aB s,IJ E IR and j =: 1, ... ,n. The proposition now folIows.

Definition 2.20. An operator A E L~~{;!(M; E, E) is called elliptic, if
lf'j, .. (wjA<Pj) is elliptic for j =: 1, ... , n.

o

In Remark 2.13 we noted that if A E LPo,i!(M; E, E) and if k t= i, then 'l'kA<I>j E

L-;oo,-oo (M; E, E). Proposition 1.36 therefore yields the following result.

Theorem 2.21. Let A E L~~(} (M; E, E). Then A is elliptic iE and only iE there
is an operator B E L-;:'-~(M; E, E) such that
BA - id E L-OO,-OO(M' E E) and AB - id E L-OO,-OO(M' E E)c , , c' , .

A simple consequence of Theorem 1.35 (ii) is tImt if C E L-;oo,-oo (M; E, E),
then

ia a compaet operator for all s, IJ E IR. Proposi tion 2.19 and Proposi tion 2.21
thus yield the following result.
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]

Theorem 2.22. Let A E L~~e(M; E , E) be elJiptic. Then

is a Fredholm operator for a11 S, 6 E IR. AIoreover, if u E W- 00, - 00 (M, E), then

Au E W 8 ,o (M, E) implies that u E WJ+~,o+e(M, E).

3 Examples and Remarks

3.1 Operator-valued symbols for boundary value prob
len1s

This section will study necessary elements for pseudo-differential boundary value
problems in the infinite half space

under the aspect of the operator-valued symbols with exit behaviour for lyl -7

00. The full algebra of boundary value problems with the transmission property
on a manifold with exits in the sense of the results of Chapter 2 will not be
formulated here. More details will be presented in the book SCHULZE [18]. We
shall start with scalar pseudo-differential symbols that have the exit behavior
for Iyl -7 co.

Let us denote by SJJ,{} (R+ x IRq x IR l+ q ) for Jl, (! E IR the space of a11 a(t, y, I, 1}) E
cco (ii4 x IRq x IR l+ q) such that

for all multi-indices er, ß E H1+q and aB t E [0, tal, Y E jRq, (1,1}) E IR 1+q, with
constants c = c(er, ß, to) > 0, and for arbitrary ta > O. By subscript cl we
indicate the corresponding subspace of classical elements in (I l 1]),

Choose a fllnction !(e) E S(IR) with supp! C IR_ and f f(e) de = L Set X( I) =
f e- i7e f(e)~. Then X(I) E S(R) and X(O) = 1. Let 6 = sup 187 x(1)1 and fix
a eonstant u > 0 so large that X(lf(a(1]))) (11) - il f:. 0 for aB (1,11) E lR 1+q.

Then

(3.1)

for any J.l E IR is a classieal syInbol in IR 1+q, elliptic of order J..l, cf. SCHRO HE,

SCHULZE [17). In partieular l it ean be interpreted as an element of S~/a (iR+ x
IRq x IR 1+q) though it haB eonstant coeffieients.

Let a(t, y, 1,11) E S~/"(iR+ x IRq x IR1+q) and set

(a1~/)) (t, I) := (D~yD~,T/) a(t, y, 1,11)
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for every fixed y, 1] and arbi trary multi-indices (Y, ß E NI+q. Then a~~/) (t, r)
E S~-IßI (R+ x IR), and we get aaymptotic expansions

00

a1~l)(t, r) '" L 0]= (t)r~-IßI-j

j=O

for r -+ ±oo with coefficients ej (t) E COO (IR+). Then a(i ,Y, r,1]) is aaid to have
the transmission properly with respect to l = 0 if Bj (0) = 0; (0) for aH j and
aH (Y, ß.
Note, in particular, that the symbol (3.1) has the transmission property.

Let us set H"(IR.~+q) = H"(IRl+q)JR~+q, aod, in particular, H"{IR+) = H"(IR)Ia+

for s E JR. Denote by

for s > -1/2 the operator timt extends the given distribution by 0 to t < O.
Moreover, let r+ be the operator of restriction to t > O. Then, if a (t, y, r, 1]) E
S~,"(i:+ x IR.q x lR 1+q ) is given , we can form the operator family

op+(a)(Yl1]) := r+op(a)e+ : C~(IR+) -+ Coo(IR+) (3.2)

for op(a)u(t) = ff ei(t-e)T" a(i , Y, r,1])u(t') dt'etr. Here we might first extend
a to a symbol given for aH t E IR. However (3.2) will be independent of the
specific extension, so we use the notation without explicit reference to such
an extension. Let us assume (for convenience) that the symbols a in quest ion
are independent of t for t > const. It is well-known that when a(t, Y, r, 1]) has
the transmission property with respeet to t = 0 the operators (3.2) extend to
continuous operators

(3.3)

for aH s > -1/2. Moreover, (3.3) induces continuous operators

for a11 Y,1].

For u E H" (IR+) we set

A E IR+ 1 which is a strongly continuous group of isomorphisms on H"(lR+) for
every s. It is unitary on HO(IR+) = L2 (IR.+).

Note ,that

H"(IR~+q) =W'(IRq, H'(IR+)),

cf. SCHULZE [23], and hence we get for the Sobolev spaces with weights for
lyl-+ 00

The following may be found in SCHROHE , SCHULZE [16].
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Theorem 3.1. We have

op+(r~)(1]) E S;;O(IRq x IRq; H~(IR+), HO(IR+))

for every sE IR, s > -1/2; OP+(7'~)(1]) : H~(lR+) ---+ HO(R+) is an isomorphism
for every 1] E IRq, where op+ (r:')(1]) =op+ (r: )-1 (1]).

Putting E~ := {u E Htoc(IR+) : (t)~ u E H$(IR+)}, s E IR, we get other exam
pies of Hilbert spaces in which {h:>..h.ER+ aet as strongly continuous groups of

isomorphisms. We have S(1i4) = ~kENgle. Introduce the symbol classes

SJ-l,," (IRq x jRq; EI, E k ) for every k, I E N. Then, choosing a function () : N ---+ N,
we get

nSJ-l,," (IRq x IRq; E9{k)J Ek ),

kEN

Moreover, we set

SJ-l'''(lRq x IRq; S(~), S(iR+)) := U{nSJ-l'''(JRq x IR.q; E(J(k), E k
)} l

9 kEN

wherc the union is taken over all () : N ---+ N. In an analogous manner we can
introduce the BU bspaces S~'" (IR q x IRq; S(TI4), S(R+)) of classical (with respect
to Tl) symbols.

Theorem 3.2. Let a(t, y, I, 1]) E S~t'''(ii4 x IRq x IR l+ q
), J.L E Z, (J E IR, be a

symbol with the transmission property that is independent of t for t > const
for a constant > O. Then we have

for every s E IR, s > -1/2, and

(3.5)

In particuJar, if the symbol a is independent oft then we may replace SJ-l," by
S~,''', both in (3.4) and (3.5).

Relnark 3.3. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2 we have more precisely

D; n~op+(a)(Y,1])E SJJ-IßI,,,-lol(JRq x IRq; H~(IR+), H~-J-l+IßI (IR+))

for aH multi-indices et, ß E Nq; analogous relations hold with 8ubscript cl for
t-independent a. In fact, D~Dgop+ (a)(y, Tl) =op+(D~ Dga)(y,1]), where
n;ng a(t, y, I, 1]) E Sp-IßI.,,-lol (R+ x IR. q x IR l+q ) has the transmission property.
Then it suffices to apply Theorem 3.2, again, for the orders J.L - IßI, (J - la'!.

Let us set

S~,'''(IRq x IRq; L2(IR+), S(R+)) =~kENS~/"(IRq x IRq; L2 (IR+), E k
), (3.6)

JJ, (J E IR. If 9 (y, 1]) belangs to (3.6) we will denote by g* (y J 7J) the poi nt-wise
adjoint with respect to the L 2 (lR+)-scalar product. Every g(y, 1]) with

9 (y, 1]) ,9* (y, 1]) E S~' e(IR. q x IR q; L 2 (IR +) ,S (R+ ))
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will be called a Green symbol 01 type 0 and order (p, g~ in the global boundary
symbolic calculus for Boutet de Monvel's algebra in IR++q. Then, every

for Green symbols of type 0 and orders (Ji> - j, g) will be called Green symbol 0/
type d and order (p, g) .

By B-oo,-oo,O(IR~+q) we will denote the subspace of alt operators C with kerneis
in COO (iR+ x IR q x IR+ x IRq) such that C a.s weil a.s the formal adjoint C· with
respect to the L2(lR~+q)-scalarproduct induce continuous operators

C, C· : S(IRq, S(~)) ~ S(IRq, S(i+))

which extend to continuous operators

for all s E IR, S > -1/2, and a11 k,f E N. Moreover, B-oo,-oo,d(IR~+q) for dEN
will denote the space cf all

for arhitrary Cj E B-oo,-oo,o (IR~+q).

Defini tion 3.4. Let us denote by B1J, e,d (IR~+q) for Ji> E Z, g E IR, dEN the
space of all operators

A = Op(op+(a) + g) + C

for arbitrary a(t, y, 'f,T}) E S~I'~ (R+ x IR.q x IR.1+q) with the trallBmission property,
independent of t for t > const, a Green symbol g(y,T}) of order (p, g) and type
d, and C E B-oo,-oo,d(IR~+q).

The following theorems are consequences of the general calculus cf Section 1.2,
1.3 and ofthe fact thai the corresponding operator-valued symbols form algebras
with the required properties.

Theorem 3.5. Every A E B1J,e,d (IR~+q) induces continuous operators

and

A : H"J(IR~+q) ~ H$-1J,J-q(R~+q)

for a11 8 E lR, S > d - 1/2.

Theorem 3.6. Let A E B1J,e,d (IR~+q), B E Bv,ß,C(lR~+q). This implies AB E
B1J+v,q+ß,h (IR.~+q) for h =max {(d + v)+, c} where J+ =max {6, O}.
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For studying ellipticity it will be necessary in general to pass from operators
A E BJl,e,d(IR~+q) to block matrices

(
A K) H"O(IR~+q) H8-Jl,O-e(IR~+q)

A- . EI) --+ EI)
- T Q . H8,O(IRq, CN- ) H 8-Jl,O-e(IRq, CN+)

for suitable N _ , N+. This follows easily by producing the remaining entries
(trace, potential operators with respect to IRq and N+ x N_-matrices of scalar
pseudo-differential operators on IRq) in terms of a modification of the Green
symbols and of the smoothing operators.

The corresponding block matrix Green symbols (g (y 1 x)) = (gi ,j (y, ;r)) i ,j;;;;1,2 of
type 0 are defined by

with

those of type dassymbols in which the left upper coners are of type d in the
former sense and, in addit.ion, the trace entry

for trace entries 921,j(y, 11) of type 0 and orders (f.-l - j, e)

The class of smoothing elements with additional N+ trace, N_ potential condi
tions and type 0, denoted by B-=,-=,O(IR~+q; N_ , N+), is defined as the set of
all continuous operators

with

being continuous such that C and C" cxtend to continuolls operators

and

(y)k (t)k H' (IR~+q)
C: EI)

(y)k H' (IRq, CN- )

(y)k (t)k H8(IR~+Q)

C· : EB
(y)k Jl8(JRQ ,CN+)

(y) -I (t) -I H= (IR~+q)

--+ EB
(y)-l H=(IRQ,CN+)

(y) -1 (t) -I H= (IR~+q)

--+ EB
(y)-l H=(I~q,cN-)

respeetivelYI for all s E IR , s > -1/2, and alt k,l E N.
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The dass of smoothing elements of type d has the left upper corners in
B-oo,-oo,d(IR~+q) whereas the condition for the smoothing trace entry is to be
replaced by

d {}J

T =ETJ öij
j;Q

where Tj are in ß-oo,-OO,QC[l,t~+q; N-, N+) trace operators in the above sense.

Now Theorem 3.6 has an immediate extension to a composition theorem for op
erators when the number of trace conditions in B equals the number of potential
conditions in A.

3.2 Edge pseudo-differential operators

The boundary value problems of the previous section are a very particular case of
problems on a manifold with edges, where the half space is replaced by a wedge
in which the edge ~ IRq is the substitute of tbe boundary. An infinite wedge is
of the form X.6. x IRq, where X is a closed compact C OO manifold, n = dimX,
and X.6. = (R+ x X)j({O} x X) the model cone with base X. For n = 0 wejust
obtain the half space wit.h boundary IRq. The edge pseudo-differential problems
aa they were discussed in SCHULZE [20],[23], EGOROV, SCHULZE [51 correspond
for Tl = 0 to pseudo-difTerential boundary value problems for operators with
out the transmission property, cf. SCHULZE [24], and they are of independent
interest in applications, e.g. for mixed boundary value problems. The theory
developed so far eoncerns the loeal situation with respect to the edge variables.
For dealing with the operator-valued symbolie structures for corners of higher
order there also appear symbolic levels operating along infinite wedges in the
sense that the edges have (conical) exits to inifinity. The Lypieal model situation
for this is the case IR5, and we then have ta solve the problem of establishing
the pseudo-differential calculus in this case. If we want to apply the general
i.geas from the Chapters 1 and 2 we have to specify the chosen spaces E and
E and to construct the corresponding order reductions that are compatible wih
the operator algebras. This is the program of the present section.

Instead of Xl:. we will take the open infinite stretched cone XI\. = lR+ X X :3
(t, x). Let us first remind ofthe weighted Sobolev spaces on X". Choose a das
sieal parameter-dependent elliptic family HP. (,,\) of pseudo-differential operators
of order JJ on X, with the parameter ,\ E IR.t. For instance, in local coordinates
on X we can start with symbols of the form (Ie12 +1,,\12 +d) p./2, d > 0J and then
form the correspollding global operators, using a system of charts on X and a
partition of unity. It is well-known that then there is a constant Cl > 0 such
that

is an isomorphism for aH 1,,\1 > Cl and aH s E IR.. In particular, by choosing d
sufficiently large we obtain isomorphisms for all ,,\ ER'. Now let us consider the
Mellin transform
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first for u (t) E Co (lR +), z E C, and then extended to su itable distribution
spaces (also vector-valued ones), where we allow at the same time z to vary
only on a corresponding subset of C. In particular, let

r ß ={z E C : Re z =ß}, ß E IR.

Then M extends to an isomorphism M,., : t: L2(IR+) ---+ L2(r !-"1).

Let us now define weighted Sobolev spaces on X/\ based on the Mellin transform
in t both globally in t E IR+ and then only for t ---+ O. The latter variant
will be formulated in terms of charts Xl : Ul ---+ VI, where Ul is a coordinate
neighbourhood on X and VI an open set in sn = {x E IR"+l : lxi =I}. This .
induces a difTeomorphism

(3.7)

by X(t , x) = tXl(X). A cut-off function in this section will be any real function
w(t) E Co (R+) with w(t) = 1 for 0 ::; t ::; const for a constant > O.

Definition 3.7. 1{6,"1 (X") for S, f E IR denotes the closure of Co (IR+! coop<))
with respect to the norm

1/2

{~ f IIR6 (Irn z)(A1tl)(z)ll~ (X) dZ} ,
2rrz Jr~_.., :;I

n = dirn X I W here R6 (..\) is an operator family as mentioned I here for 1 = 1.
The norm in L 2 (X) refers to a corresponding fixed Riemannian metric on X
and to the associated measure dx. t\.'l oreover I .KJ ,"1 (X /\) denotes the subspace
of aB u E Htoc(X/\) such thai wu E 1{6,"1(X/\) for any cut-off function w(i)
and (X- l t(1- w)wp E H 6 (IR n +l

) for every chart Xl : Ul ---+ Vi! the associated
diffeomorphism (3.7), and !.p E Cü(Ud.

These definitions are correct in the sense that 1l J ,"1 (X /\) is independent of
the specific choice of R 6

(..\), furthermore 1l 6 ,"1 (X/\) C Htoc(X") ensures that
K: J ,"1(X") is independent of w(i). Moreover , standard invariance properties of
the JI J (lR n+ 1) spaces over conical subsets of IR n+1 show that A: 6,"1 (X") is inde
pendent of the choice of charts Xl.

The spaces 1l 6 ,"1 (X") only play an auxiliary role here! whereas the K:6,"Y(X/\)
are the adequate cone Sobolev spaces. If we set

~
(K>.u)(i,x)=A:;I u(>.t,x) for >'EIR+ 1

then {K>'}>.eB induces a strongly contiollollS group of isomorphisms on
.K6 ,"1(X") for every S!r E IR. In particlilar! it is a unitary group on KO,O(X/\) =
t- n / 2 L2 (X/\), where L 2 rcfers to didx. In other words , the spaces

(3.8)

are in such a relation as it was assumed above in Section 1.3 in the abstract
set-up.
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Now we ean form the seale of weighted wcdge Sobolev spaces on (the open
stretched) wedge X" x lR q

W~ (I~q, K~l')'(X")) for s, f E lR. (3.9)

They were introduced in SCHULZE [20]. The spaces (3.9) have many natu
ral properties, cf SC HULZE [23], [24]. Note, in particular, that in spi te of the
anisotropie description with respeet to the role of the (t, x, y)-variables in the
definition we have

H:omp(X" x IRq) c W'(Rq,K''--Y(X'')) c H/oc(X" x Rq)

for aH s, f E R.

Let k'!(t) for f! ERbe a strietly positive function in COO(R+) with kq(t) = t~

for 0 < t < Co, k~(t) = 1 for Cl < t < 00 with certain 0 < Co, cl < 00, then the
multiplication by k~(t) induces isomorphisms

k~ : K"')'(X A) -t K~,-r+e(XA)

for aH s, f E I1L

Theorem 3.8. Far every 8, f E ffi. there exjsts an operatar-vall1ed symbol

r',')' ('1) E S:I (IRq; K$,1 (X" LA::0,o(X A
))

such that r',1(1]) : .K~'')'(X'') -t KO,O(X") js an isomorphjsm for every 1] E lRq.

Proof. The assertion relies on the fact that there exists an isoffiorphisffi "0 :

E -t Eo between the spaces (3.8) such that

ro(A) := x:>.rox:;:l E COO(R+, .c(E, Eo)) (3.10)

holds, where [(E, Eo) is endowed with the norm topology. It is then dear that

satisfies the relations

r~'')'(..\1]) = ..\$ x:>. r$,')' (ry)x:;: 1 for all..\ ~ 1,11]\ > const

for a constant > O. Thus it follows that r$,-r(ry) E S:/(IRq; E, Eo). So it remains
to show the existence of an operator ro with the required property. First every
operator ro in the pseudo-differential algebra on the open infinite stretched cone
with respect to a fixed pair of weights, here fand 0, which is of order 8, has the
property (3.10), cf. SCHULZE [24], Remark 2.2.52. It is not essential here that
the weight shirt f is different from the interior order s, since the weights can be
changed by multiplying the operators by weight shift factors ke for appropriate
f! E R. So let us talk about the cone operators of order Jl in the sense of [23]
without weight shifts, that are a subspace of nrEll.c(,(r,O(X" LK:r-/.I,O(X A )).

We always find an elliptic element q of order J.l = 8/2 in this dass. Then qq.
is elliptie of order sand has index zero. Kernel and cokernel in the sense of
Fredholm operators .Kr,O(X") -t Kr-$,O(XA) are independent of r. Then we
find a fini te-dimensional operator c with kernel in Cff (X A xX") such that
qq* + c : A::r,O(X A

) -t .Kr-$,O(X") is an isomorphism for all r. The latter
property is an easy consequence of the density of Cgo(X A

) in K;r,O(X") for
every r E ]I{. Now it suffices to set ro = (qq* + c)k-1 . 0
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The operator-valued symbols r J ,1(7]) of Theorem 3.8 are suffieient fer the pur
poses of Section 1.3. However there exist order and weight redueing symbols
with more subtle properties with respeet to the scales K:',1(X" L 5, '"Y E IR:

Theorem 3.9. For every J-l E IR there exists an operator-valued symbol

rjJ(7]) E nS~~ (IRq; K:&,1 (X"), K:&-JJ,1-JJ(X"))
JEa

such that r JJ (7]) : K:',1(X") ~ K:'-JJ,1-JJ(X") is an isomorphism [ar e~rery TJ E
IRq, s E IR., and

D~rJJ(7]) E nS~-IßI (IRq; K:&,1(X"), K: J -JJ+IßI,1-JJ+IßI(X"))
& ER

[or every multi-index ß E Nq.

(3.11)

·,
4.

Proof. The required r JJ (TJ) ean be eonstructed within the dass of operator-valued
edge symbols in the sense of [20], [24], [5]. Let us start with loeal symbols in
IR.+ x IR n x IR. q of the form

for a parameter 0 E ]Rd that will be chosen below. Then, according to a Mellin
quantization theorem from [22] in parameter-dependent form, with the param
eter 0', there exists a fundion

whieh is holomorphic in z E C such that

-h(ß . C -~) SJJ (lR I+n +q+d )+ zr, ~1 7], u E cl 7,01,0

holds for every ß E IR, uniformly in c :$ ß :::; c' for arbitrary c $ Cf, such that

2 2 2 / -IOPt,x((ltTI + I~I + It7]1 + 02)JJ 2) = oPxop~(h ij';tf/)(TJ,O)

modulo S(IR~~d,L-00 (IR. + x IR TI)L for every e E IR.. Here

oPXt(f)u = M;:i--+tJ(z)Mr,tl--+z is the pseudo-differential operator with symbol
J(z) with respeet to the weighted Mellin transform (Mru)(z) = (Mt-eu)(z +
eL and 0Px and OPt,x indicate the pseudo-differential operators with respect
to the Fourier transform in x and (t, x), respeetively. Let us fix a covering
{UI , ... I UN} of X by coordinate neighbourhoods, a subordinate partition of
unity {<PI, .. " <PN}, and a system {l/JI, ... ,l/JN} of functions l/Jj E Co (Uj) with
<PpPj = <Pj for aIl j. Then, if Xj : Uj ~ IR.n is a system of charts, we can form
the operator families

N

av'J(TJ,o) = L(1 x xjl)",<pjt-JJoPt,x(jtrI2 + 1~12 + ItTJI 2 +02)tl
/
2)<pj,

j;1

N

a1t(TJ,o) = 2::(1 x Xjl).<pjOPxOP~f(hj_ )(TJ,o)ljJj.
j;1 f/=tf/
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Here (1 x xjl)", is the push-forward of pseudo-differential operators under 1 x
Xjl : R+ x }Rn --+ R+ X Uj. Let us now fix cut-off functions w(t), wo(t), w.{t)
with wWo = W, WWl = Wl. Then , according to the known properties of operator
valued edge symbols, cf. [20], [23], [24]' the (1],o)-dependent family

a(1], 8) := w(t [1]])t-IJa1;n/2(1],8)wo(t [1]]) + (1- w(t [1]]))alJ! (1], 8)(1 - WI (t [1]]))

belongs to S~I(IR.q;K6,1'(X"),K$-}J,1'-}J(X"))for every fixed 8 E IR.. The so
called conormal symbol of a (1], 0), cf. {23], [24]' is a (z, o)-dependent family of
elliptic pseudo-differential operators on X, even parameter-dependent elliptic
with the parameters (Im z J 0) E IR. I +d , uniformly in finite intervals with respect
to Re z. Thus, for 181 sufficiently large, by a well-known theorem Oll parameter
dependent ellipticity, for given fixed f we can say that the conormal symbol is
a family of isomorphisms f{6 (X) --+ H'-}J(X} for all z with Re z = ~ - fand
for all s ER. Now

is a family of Fredholm operators for all 1] E IR.q \ {O} and s E IR. This is a
consequence of the mentioned conormal ellipticity together with the fact that
for 1] =P 0 the pseudo-differential operator a(1],o) on X" is elliptic in the usual
sense and that it also satisfies the ((exit ellipticity conditions" for t --+ 00 to
ensure the existence of parametrices modulo compact operators. By inserting
[7]] instead of 17]1 everywhere we get a modified family a(1], 0) which ia Fredholm
for aH 71 E IR5. Another result from [24], Proposition 2.1.189, teils us that there
is a smoothing Mellin operator of the form

for an h(z) E S(r~_1'JL-OO(X)) such that a(1],o) + m(7]) is ofindex zero.

Moreüver, by standard arguments similarly to the prüof of the preceding Theo
rem 3.8 , we find a symbol 9(7]) E S~(Rq;K:6,1'(X"),.Koo,OO(X")) (in particular,
compact operator-valued) such that r}J(7]) := ä(1], 8) + m(1]) + 9(1]) is a fam
ily of isomorphisms. Here J is sufficiently large and fixed. (3.11) is satisfied,
since r}J(7]) is an edge symbol in the sense of [20], [23], [24] and edge symbols in
general have this property. D
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